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Introduction 

In 1974, Ruth Hyland Sosis investigated the effects of the locus 

of control of the perceiver on the perception of responsibility of 

another for an accident. By intergrating the conceptual premises of 

internality-externality, perception of another and attribution of re-

sponsibility, she laid the theoretical foundations for anticipating 

internals to attribute more responsibility to another for an accident 

than externals. However in doing so Sosis provided no basis for 

addressing the issue of why or how internals and externals arrive at 

different constructions of the same situation, although she provided 

two possible hypotheses. It is the objective of the present research 

to analyze the role of differential processing of identical materials 

by internals and externals, that is to say, to continue where Sosis 

and others (e.g., Phares and Wilson, 1972) have left off. 

Before presenting the work of Sosis it will be advantageous to 

discuss the concept of locus of control, the theory behind attribution 

of responsibility to another and the logical steps that Sosis, in 

particular, laid to intergrate the areas. 

The theoretical background. Paramount to the work of Sosis and 

the present investigation is the concept of locus of control proposed 

by Rotter in 1966. Rotter advanced the notion that to the extent that 

one believes or perceives that reinforcement is contingent upon or a 

function of his own behavior, the individual is said to have an internal 

locus of control. When the reinforcement is perceived as not being 

entirely contingent upon behavior by the individual but rather seen as 

1 
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the result of luck, chance, fate,powerful others or as being unpredict-

able due to complexities of the environmental forces surrounding a 

person, the individual has been labeled as having an external locus 

of control (Rotter, 1966). 

Despite the frequent use of the global terms internals and exter-

nals, the need to emphasize the realization that an individual's 

behavior in any given situation is a product of many converging factors 

is necessary. Such a realization is also reaffirmed by the roots of 

the locus of control concept which are embedded in social learning 

theory. Social learning theory recognizes that prediction of behavior 

involves three variables: expectancies, reinforcements, and the psy-

chological situation (Phares, 1978). Of direct concern to locus of 

control are expectancies. Expectancies in situations are determined 

by (1) specific experiences in that situation, and to varying degrees 

(2) experiences in other situations that are perceived as similar by 

the individual. This latter determiner of expectancies is what con-

stitutes the generalized expectancy which is sov:i:tal to the under-

standing of the locus of control concept. The relationship between 

these two factors that determine expectancy is represented by the 

following: as the novel or ambiguous quality of a situation increases, 

the role of a generalized expectancy increases, and as specific ex-

periences in a situation increase, the role of generalized expectancy 

decreases (Rotter, 1975). 

Since the locus of control concept deals with the generalized 

expectancy in the formula to predict behavior, the scale is one that 

samples a variety of situations. However it is important to reemphasize 
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that expectancies are but one class of variables that enter into the 

formula for predicting behavior (Phares, 1978), and it is not the case 

that just either specific or general expectancies operate. Rather both 

operate in a situation (Rotter, 1979) and whether locus of control is 

a determining characteristic of the situation and correlates with be-

havior depends on the relative importance of generalized and specific 

expectancies inherent in a given situation. Generally the greater an 

individual's experiences in a specific situation the less important 

is a generalized expectancy (Phares, 1978). Conversely, the locus of 

control concept for predicting behavior is more likely to operate in 

situations where specific experience is minimal. 

Using the concept of locus of control, Sosis reasoned that having 

an internal or external locus of control ought to influence in some 

systematic way a person's view of others and the attribution of respon-

sibilty to others (Sosis, 1974). That is, for example, Sosis argued 

that if one perceives oneself as in control of reinforcements and re-

sponsible for one's own reinforcements, it is reasonable to expect an 

extension of this notion when a person assesses the responsibility of 

others. This form of an extension of self-perception has been referred 

to as direct assimilative projection, and has its theoretical founda-

tions in Heider's (1958) analysis of person perception processes. 

Heider advanced the notion that people egocentrically assume that 

the conditions that operate upon them must also operate on others 

(Heider, 1958). It stands to reason that if an individual sees the 

world as operating a certain way, other individuals in that world must 

be subject to the world and its operating in that certain way (Sosis,1974). 



Sosis reported the work of deCharms, Carpenter and Kuperman done 

in 1965 as support of the extension of self-perception, In the 

deCharms, et al. study, behavior was defined along an "origin-pawn" 

dimension. The dimension is defined as reflecting where the cause of 

behavior is located, ranging from within the individual to external 

forces. Furthermore a pawn is seen as relatively powerless (deCharms, 

1965; Sosis, 1974). The relationship to the locus of control dimension 

was accurately noted by Sosis and the results of the study, which in-

dicated that people who perceived themselves as origins, or pawns 

(internals or externals) tended to perceive others as primarily origins 

or pawns respectively (internals or externals respectively) (Sosis, 1974). 

Sosis therefore reasoned that such extensions of self-perception 

should operate when asking internals and externals to assign responsi-

bility to another. Within the literature on attribution of responsi-

bility there have been five determinants outlined. The first determi-

nant is the intention of the actor; that is, the ascription of respon-

sibility rests on the belief that intention is translatable into actions 

(Heider, 1958; Sosis, 1974). Sosis reasoned that the scores obtained 

on the locus of control scale would indicate that internals have belief 

in this premise whereas externals have a relative lack of belief in 

the premise (Sosis, 1974). 

The next determinant of the attribution of responsibility is a 

belief that individuals can have foreknowledge of the possible conse-

quences of their actions (Jones and Davis, 1965). Again internality 

implies a relative belief in this determinant while externality implies 

a relative lack of belief (Sosis, 1974). 
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The next two determinants are related in that one flows from the 

other. The third determinant is the notion of choosing freely among 

alternative courses of action (deCharms, 1968; Sosis, 1974). Along 

with this and flowing from this determinant is the fourth determinant: 

belief that one can act free from constraint, Once again internality 

indicates belief in these premises while externality indicates lack of 

belief (Sosis, 1974). 

Finally, the last determinant of the attribution of responsibility 

is the belief, as deCharms (1968) discusses, that man is a causal agent. 

That is, if there is no belief that actions can influence the world 

then there can be no responsibility for an action, a belief that inter-

nals adhere to more than externals (Sosis, 1975), 

Locus of control and attribution of responsibility to another for 

an accident. Accordingly Sosis and others (e.g., Phares and Wilson, 1972) 

expected to find support for the notion of greater responsibility attri-

buted to others by internals as compared to externals. Sosis employed 

a brief account of an accident and a description of the person accused 

of causing the accident to investigate the expected relationship. The 

account of the accident left some degree of ambiguity in the evidence 

to ensure that the expected biases were not masked by interpreting the 

defendant as having intended to harm the victim and therefore extremely 

guilty (Sosis, 1974). Kelley (1967) has pointed out that without a 

degree of ambiguity there is no room for personal interpretation to 

unfold. Sosis felt that to ensure personal interpretation by internals 

and externals it was necessary to imply that the defendant had not in-

tended to harm anyone. Thus a degree of ambiguity was necessary to 
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allow locus of control differences to emerge, a belief that is consis-

tent with the theoretical foundations of the locus of control concept 

(Rotter, 1966; Phares, 1978; Rotter, 1975). 

Sosis developed a questionnaire to asses the five determinants of 

the attribution of responsibility and to measure the expected differ-

ences between internals and externals. Therefore when the internals 

and externals were given identical accounts, internals would evaluate 

the defendant more harshly on the questionnaire items developed from 

the five determinants discussed above, and accordingly attribute more 

responsibility for the accident to the defendant. The results strongly 

supported her expectations and thus the data indicated that projection 

of one's own respective internality and externality onto others is 

indeed occurring when one assesses responsibility. 

Sosis, assessing her results, suggested that internals and exter-

nals appear to be arriving at different interpretations although given 

identical accounts of the accident. She offered two possible explana-

tions for internals and externals arriving at different constructions 

of the same situation. One reason offered was that internals and ex-

ternals might differ in their perception of the constraints operating 

in a situation, e.g.; externals perceiving grief and poor weather and 

not recognizing the defendant's negligence, while for internals the 

opposite might be true, Another reason offered by Sosis was that 

internals and externals might perceive the same factors operating, but 

assign different weights to the facts. Based on her results, Sosis 

speculated that the latter reason may be the case. Her speculation 

flowed from the consideration that internals did not place total 
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responsibility on the defendant, nor did the externals completely re-

lieve the defendant of personal responsibility. Thus Sosis suggests 

that both groups seem to recognize the influence of other considerations 

(perceive the same constraints) but differentially weight the facts 

(Sosis, 1974). 

The Issue of Differential Processing 

Unfortunately no direct results are available to substantiate 

Sosis' speculation, and one is left still speculating, Therefore it is 

the goal of this section to first summarize research concerning the 

locus of control concept and cognitive activity, which can be divided 

for the present purposes into two major areas: (1) information assimi-

lation and (2) attention. The final goal of this section is to address 

the concerns of the present study which is an attempt to evaluate the 

hypotheses advanced by Sosis and to evaluate the cognitive processes 

involved in making an attribution of responsibility, 

Research on thecognitive factors of information assimilation and 

attention. The notion that there is a relationship between cognitive 

processes and locus of control makes intuitive sense, as Lefcourt (1976) 

noted. The concept of internal locus of control implies internals would 

possess greater information regarding situations because of the control 

over their lives. Self-direction entails the supposition that individuals 

that believe in self-direction should more actively process information 

relevant to some desired goal which accordingly should be reflected in 

types of cognitive strategies that characterize such individuals 

(Lefcourt, 1976). As such, the research done with cognitive factors in 

mind are fundamental to the present study's purposes and needs reviewing. 
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Some early investigators in this area were Seeman and Evans (1962). 

Using a 12-item measure of powerlessness based on Rotter's scale, they 

found that of those subjects afflicted with tuberculosis the predicted 

relationship between knowledge about the disease and sense of power-

lessness was obtained (Seeman and Evans, 1962). That is, those subjects 

who had a lower sense of powerlessness were found to know more about the 

disease, were rated by the hospital staff as having more knowledge about 

the disease and were less satisfied with the information they received 

in the ward than those high in sense of powerlessness. The results were 

taken to indicate that internals seek relevant information more readily 

than externals who in contrast accept a sense of dependency on competent 

others and accordingly have less need for relevant information (Lefcourt, 

1976). 

A further study by Seeman (1963), working on a similar premise, was 

done in another institutional setting, a reformatory. In this study 

inmates were presented with three types of information which varied in 

utility. The three types of information were: relevant parole infor-

mation, incidental parole information and long-range opportunity infor-

mation. Only parole information was considered to be of instrumental 

relevance to the inmates (Seeman, 1963; Lefcourt, 1976). Thus this 

index of active information gathering was based on something that had 

functional value for the inmates, 

The prediction that a lower sense of powerlessness (i.e., degree 

of internality) would be significantly related to accuracy of recall 

of the pertinent parole information but not to recall of less goal rele-

vant information was observed. The correlation was increased when 
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inmates were differentiated on the basis of the likelihood of parole 

opportunities (i.e., conduct reports). That is, if the likelihood of 

parole opportunity was greater the negative correlation between sense 

of powerlessness and recall of pertinent parole information was enhanced. 

Examination of social background information about the inmates indicated 

that these differences could not be attributed to differences in intel-

ligence or criminal history. Based on his results Seeman concluded 

that sense of powerlessness (i.e., locus of control) governs attention 

and acquisition processes (Seeman, 196J; Lefcourt, 1976). 

Several other studies have flowed from the basic premise that ex-

ternals have less of a need to seek information since outcomes are seen 

as less dependent on their own actions, while internals with a higher 

generalized expectancy about their relationship between their actions 

and reinforcements seek out information to ensure better control, 

Davis and Phares (1967), noting the need to take into account the psy-

chological situation, used a skill situation, chance situation and 

ambiguous situation to investigate differences between internals and 

externals. The expectation was that in a defined situation (i.e., the 

skill and chance situations) where environmental cues are salient, dif-

ferences in information seeking should not be as great as in ambiguous 

situations where no explicit environmental cues are available. That is, 

when environmental cues are salient (define the relationship between 

behavior and outcome) the generalized expectancy for internal-external 

control should diminish in importance. Furthermore in the skill situa-

tion the defined expectancy should result in more information-seeking 

behavior than in the chance situation for both internals and externals. 
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The three conditions varied in the degree to which the instructions 

expressed a belief that one can be effective in changing another's atti-

tude (in this case attitudes about the Vietnam conflict). The primary 
' measure of information seeking was the number of questions asked about 

the individual that subjects believed they would have to influence. 

Davis and Phares found that internals asked more questions in the 

skill and no specific instruction condition (where causes regarding the 

success or failure at influencing another were not stated i.e., the am-

biguous situation) than internals in the chance situation and externals 

in the skill and ambiguous situations. In the luck condition the ex-

pected no difference between internals' and externals' tendency to seek 

information was observed. It is worth noting that externals in this 

condition (the luck condition) asked more questions than the externals 

in the other two conditions, and internals asked fewer questions than 

in the other two conditions (Davis and Phares, 1967). That is,when the 

directions stressed luck as the causal factor, internals' information 

seeking behavior decreased compared to internals' information seeking 

behavior in skill and ambiguous situations, and externals' information 

seeking behavior increased relative to externals' information seeking 

behavior in skill and ambiguous situations i.e., internals and exter-

nals converge in the chance situation. The results have been interpre-

ted as indicating that internals more than externals actively engage in 

information gathering when the situation is not defined in terms of 

the relationship between behavior and outcome. Moreover this difference 

is still observed when information gathering behavior is defined as 

directly relevant to the outcome (skill situation). This difference in 
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the skill situation, though not predicted, has been interpreted as con-

sistent with locus of control differences because greater information 

seeking in the skill condition would lead to increases in the probabil-

ity of succeeding in the situation (Lefcourt, 1976). 

Prior to the Phares and Davis study results indicated that inter-

nals and externals differ in degree of knowledge that is relevant for 

future outcomes and degree of recall of information (Seeman and Evans, 

1962; Seeman, 1963), Based on the results, Phares and Davis reported 

differences between internals and externals in the realm of cognitive 

activity extended to differences in actively seeking information that 

would be of use later. Moreover the status of internality-externality 

differences needing to encompass situational variables as a determining 

factor wasreaf:firmed (Davis and Phares, 1967). 

Phares (1968) noted the possible confounding variable of initial 

learning in differential retention studies and set out to rectify the 

confounding factor. Phares' study analyzed utilization of equally 

learned material. His results demonstrated that internals more than 

externals were superior in terms of information utilization in a prob-

lem solving situation when equated for initial learning levels. Spe-

cifically, all subjects learned 40 bits of information about four men 

(10 bits about each man) until recall was perfect. One week later 

subjects were asked to guess which of eight girls and which of ten 

occupations were best suited to each man. Subjects were also requested 

to give their reasons for their choices. Internals were found to give 

more reasons for each match (50% more) and when only correct reasons 

werecounted, internals gave more than three times as many correct 
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responses. This difference exists despite the finding that internals 

and externals retained about the same number of items of information. 

Phares also found that the ratio of correct items retained to total 

number of items retained was significantly greater for internals (Phares, 

1968). 

The results support the prediction based on the internal-external 

dimension: utilization of information should be greater for internals 

than externals because the former unlike the latter have a higher gen-

eralized expectancy that reinforcements are a direct function of their 

behavior and better utilization of information is likely to enhance 

obtainment of reinforcements (Phares, 1968), 

The other variable that is of direct concern to the present research 

is attention. Lefcourt and Wine (1969) were interested in perceptual 

as well as cognitive differences related to the locus of control con-

cept. Lefcourt and Wine conducted a study which underscored the sig-

nificant role played by the task and by the conditions of task presen-

tations in determining whether perceptual and cognitive differences 

emerge between internals and externals. Subjects were observed for 

directed eye movement as they attended to a person with whom they were 

to become familiar. The task was to interview two of the experimenter's 

assistants (trying to find out as much as possible about each of them), 

one assistant behaved in an appropriate manner while the other did not. 

That is, one engaged in eye contact and often smiled and was pleasant 

(appropriate behavior), while the other studiously avoided eye contact 

and was restrained and aloof in manner (inappropriate behavior), The 

results indicated that internals exceeded externals in searching for 
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information via eye contact, but only when the interviewee behaved in 

a puzzling avoidant fashion. Lefcourt and Wine concluded that internals 

were more likely than externals to attend to cues that help resolve un-

certainties (Lefcourt and Wine, 1969), 

Lefc0urt, Lewis and Silverman (1968) used instructions to try to 

alter the expectancies about the skill-chance nature of a task. Sub-

jects were required to judge whether they thought particular tasks were 

skill or chance determined. Using the perceptions of the subject to 

evaluate the decision time data, the results revealed the expected 

finding that internals were more cognitively engaged when the task was 

perceived as skill-demanding than when the task was perceived as chance-

determined. That is, internals who perceived the task as skill- demand-

ing (as opposed to internals who perceived the task as chance-determined) 

spent significantly more time in decision making, let their attention 

wander less from the task, recalled having more task relevant thoughts as 

well as less task irrelevant thoughts. Externals, on the other hand, 

were affected less by task demands in general though with decision-

making times externals in the perceived chance (not the perceived skill 

task) took more time. Conclusions drawn from this study, and other 

studies which have found similar results (e.g., Rotter and Mulry, 1965; 

Julian and Katz, 1968) include: internals show more variability than 

externals, and their attentiveness and interest changed with the types 

of task reflecting more attention and interest directed if the task was 

skill-demanding; externals were less able to draw distinctions about 

tasks than internals, and when task instructions did affect their beha-

vior it was in the chance-determined task (elicited greater attention 
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and deliberation) (Lefcourt, 1976). 

The studies cited above have been interpreted by many as strong 

support for the belief that internals and externals differ in their 

perceptual and cognitive behaviors (e.g., Lefcourt, 1976; Phares, 1978; 

Wolk and DuCette, 1974). Yet no systematic evaluation of both perceptual 

and cognitive correlates of locus of control has been done despite the 

fact that such an investigation of differences would be a significant 

contribution to the area. Wolk and DuCette (1974) undertook a more ger-

mane investigation of the perceptual-cognitive factors after noting gen-

eral methodological improvements, One improvement for a study of dif-

ferences was seen as the need to employ a variable on which performance 

is not primarily determined by the demand characteristics of the task, 

and allows enough variance in performance so that locus of control effects 

can be obtained. The task chosen was an incidental learning paradigm 

where the instructions were given to the subject for the orienting task 

but the dependent measure was the amount of information gathered from the 

irrelevant aspects of the stimulus units. Wolk and DuCette also inter-

preted such a task as ideal because the most common explanation given for 

the occurrence of incidental learning involves aspects of attention. 

Thus the argument is such that the amount of incidental learning varies 

as a consequence of the attention allocated to aspects of the task that 

appear to be irrelevant (Wolk and DuCette, 1974). Further Wolk and DuCette 

noted that by varying the cover or intentional task the perceptual-cogni-

tive processes involved in the task could be better understood (e.g., 

perceptual cover task or learning task). Finally Wolk and DuCette felt 

that another improvement would be to clarify the role of two task 
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dimensions that should interact with locus of control: cue explication 

and task difficulty. 

Thus subjects were given two fictitious stories and instructed to 

read the stories and circle typographical errors (which were primarily 

obvious in nature). In addition errors were uniformly dispersed through-

out the paragraphs and subjects were given 2t minutes per paragraph to 

locate as many errors as possible, The timing of paragraphs was done to 

minimize rehearsal strategies as much as possible. Each story contained 

four paragraphs with an average of 170 words per paragraph. Furthermore 

Wolk and DuCette added two levels of task difficulty: high difficulty 

where the sentences of each paragraph were randomly sequenced as were the 

words within the sentences, and low difficulty where the normal series 

of sentences in each paragraph was employed. The high difficulty sentence 

condition had low-order contextual relationships as compared to the low 

or normal condition. Each subject received both difficulty conditions 

and all received the low-difficulty condition first (Wolk and DuCette, 

1974). 

Cue explication was defined by two levels also: high cue explica-

tion and low cue explication, and subjects received either the high or 

the low condition only on a random basis. The dimension represented the 

degree to which the subject was instructed in regard to the incidental 

learning aspect of the task. In the high condition, subjects were in-

structed to search for typographical errors and to anticipate a test of 

some aspect of the story, The low condition did not instruct the sub-

jects to anticipate a test of any kind. 

Following each story subjects were given a grid containing the 
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categories of items presented in the story (of which there were seven 

for each story) and were instructed to list as many examples of the ca-

tegories that they could remember allowing as much time as desired. 

Following completion of this test subjects were given a listing of the 

categories with 12 examples under each category, some of which were 

actual examples from the story. The subjects were asked to circle the 

examples that had appeared in the story (the number representing the 

actual examples listed under the category heading was given with the 

request to circle that many- no more or no less, guessing if necessary). 

The finding that internals found significantly more errors in the 

paragraphs (intentional performance) was interpreted as a confirmation 

that internals appear to be more perceptually sensitive. Furthermore 

because of the requirements of the task (i.e., a quick, efficient 

scanning strategy) Wolk and DuCette suggested that preattentive processes 

differentiate internals and externals. More interestingly the results 

indicated that internals demonstrated higher levels of incidental 

learning. Given that incidental learning is a consequence of learning 

less salient stimulus elements of a display and such aquisition has been 

interpreted as a result of a more attentive and organizing cognitive 

system, Wolk and DuCette suggested that internals and externals differ 

in their manner of organizing and using information (Wolk and DuCette, 

1974). 

The research is suggestive that both factors may be operating when 

reading a story and making a decision about the story (for example when 

making an attribution of responsibility). However the research is only 

suggestive, that is no research is available that indicates the operating 
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of these factors in narrative material where decisions and recall are 

based on relationships between bits of information attended to and uti-

lized, and not just isolated recall or recognition of information or the 

memorization of items to be utilized later in a decision task. That is 

to say the analysis has yet to be done with both processes being studied 

in a more natural situation. 

The review of research seemsto question Sosis' suggestion that dif-

ferences are due to different weighting strategies for perception of the 

same facts. Indeed several of the attention studies would indicate that 

there are attentional differences and that disregarding this option as 

an explanation (or partial explanation) may be a gross misrepresentation 

of the perceptual-cognitive functioning of internals and externals (see 

for example Wolk and DuCette's 1974 study and Lefcourt and Wine's 1969 

study discussed above). On the other hand the information utilization 

research indicates a critical role for processes other than attentional 

(in particular see Phares 1968). 

In order to asses the role of perception and weighting on the 

process of making an attribution, the present study will attempt to rep-

licate the effect observed by Sosis under standard conditions. Further-

more it will be of interest to see if the effect is obtainable under 

conditions of equal attention for internals and externals. If the effect 

observed by Sosis is due to differences in attention, then it would be 

expected that when attention is equated there would be a significant 

reduction in the effect. However if the effect reported by Sosis is a 

function of weighting the effect would be expected to still be signifi-

cant in the equal attention condition. 
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The possibility of internals and externals differentially weighting 

information will be furthered considered by comparing ratings of rele-

vant facts by the two groups. It would be expected that internals would 

give higher importance or relevance ratings to facts which have been de-

fined as indicating personal responsibility. On the other hand externals 

should give higher ratings to facts that have been defined as indicating 

environmental responsibility if differential weighting is operative. 

One other issue will need to be addressed in order to further assess 

the effect observed by Sosis. The issue is the possibility that at the 

time of making the attribution of responsibility internals and externals 

may have different representations of the case in memory. Pichert and 

Anderson (1976) demonstrated that the weights assigned to aspects of a 

passage are significantly correlated with the recall of those aspects. 

They as well showed that for the same passage different weighting stra-

tegies (imposed by a perspective manipulation) resulted in differential 

recall. Thus an idea's significance based on a given perspective influ-

enced whether the idea would be recalled. Pichert and Anderson inter-

preted their findings in terms of alternative high-level schemata (an 

abstract description of an event that ·provides order and meaning to com-

ponent parts of a story) which provides a framework for assimilating 

material presented. The schema as well may provide a retrieval guide 

for recovery of details (Pichert and Anderson, 1976). 

Given the differing orietations between internals and externals it 

seems reasonable to expect memory differences. As such it is necessary 

to ascertain whether such differences exist in Sosis' procedure. If 

there are differing high-level schema or more generally memory differences 
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that account for differences in attribution of responsibility, scoring 

of subjects' recall data should reveal such differences. 

Johnson's Eliminative Technique, In the area of cognitive psychol-

ogy, Johnson (1970) has developed a technique that allows the parsing of 

a narrative text into linguistic units. Such a technique could prove 

valuable in assessing the idea units in the material presented to subjects 

in an attribution of responsibility experiment. Thus in terms of the 

present research Johnson's technique could be applied to determine which 

units in Sosis' material are relevant to making an attribution of respon-

sibility and consequently which units ought to be equated for in the 

attention manipulation, It would also provide a method for assessing 

the location of the unit on an environmental-personal responsibility con-

tinuum. Furthermore the eliminative technique would provide the basis 

for scoring units in recall data, By employing Johnson's technique it 

would be possible to make the necessary comparisons between internals 

and externals in the realm of information processing. 

In a series of experiments designed to develop an objective method 

for dividing complex narrative material into linguistic subunits, measure 

structural importance of the units and determine whether structural im-

portance was related to recall, Johnson devised a powerful linguistic 

analysis tool. The objective procedure for dividing narrative text into 

linguistic subunits entailed requesting subjects to divide the text into 

pause units by placing a slash where they paused to catch their breath, 

add emphasis to the story or to enhance meaning. Based on 50% agreement, 

pause units were obtained. These units were then used in the measurement 

of structural importance. Additional subjects were informed that the 
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units differed in their structural importance to the story and were in-

structed to eliminate subunits. One third of the raters were instructed 

to eliminate unimportant subunits until only 1/4th of the original number 

of words remained in the whole story, another third were instructed to 

do the same except that only 1/2 of the original words should remain. 

The final group was instructed to eliminate unimportant subunits until 

J/4th of the original number of words remained. The number of times a 

linguistic unit was not eliminated under each of the three instructional 

tasks provided an index of its structural importance, The reproductions 

of the story by other subjects were rated to ascertain which linguistic 

subunits were recalled. Recall of a subunit was considered evidence of 

recalling the unit if any portion of the reproduction was determined by 

one of the linguistic units. Correlations between structural importance 

of units and their recall indicated that the two measures were signifi-

cantly related, a relationship that is substantial despite different 

methods of presentation of the materials (Johnson, 1970). 

By using the technique to parse the narrative material used by Sosis 

it will be feasible to evaluate the role of differential processing of 

information about an accident. That is, it will be possible to assess 

the role of perception and weighting on the process of making an attri-

bution of responsibility by employing the technique developed by Johnson. 

It will provide an objective measure for ascertaining which units inter-

nals and externals should be equated for perceptually. If differences 

in attribution are due to differences in attention then equating them on 

this dimension should significantly reduce the effect, However if the 

effect is not due to attention but rather weighting differences (Sosis' 
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second and preferred hypothesis) the effect should still be significant 

when attention is equated for objectively. 

The technique will provide those units that internals and externals 

will be asked to rate in order to assess the role of differential weight-

ing of information. A comparison of units that are defined as indicating 

personal responsibility or environmental responsibility should support 

the expectation that internals would give higher importance or relevance 

ratings to personal facts than environmental facts. The converse should 

be true for externals. 

Further to completely address the issues raised by Sosis' findings, 

the possible role of different representations of the case in memory at 

the time of filling out the questionnaire needs to be assessed as noted. 

By employing Johnson's method of scoring recall data by pause unit rather 

than a word count or other method, an objective measure of idea memory 

is provided. Memory differences can be evaluated in terms of total 

recall and recall for personal and environmental units. 



Experiment I 

Evaluation of the role of perception and weighting of relevant 

facts was the objective of the present experiment. Through a standard 

reading condition designed to replicate the effects reported by Sosis, 

comparisons could be made with an experimental reading condition where 

attention had been defined as equated by the underlining of relevant 

facts. If the effect reported by Sosis was reduced in the experimental 

reading condition where attention had been equated then differences in 

attention between internals and externals would be implicated. However 

if the effect reported by Sosis was still observed in the experimental 

reading condition then the effect as a function of differential weight-

ing strategies would be suggested. 

The experimental reading condition also would enable the evaluation 

of differential weighting of information by internals and externals. 

That is by having internals and externals rate the underlined relevant 

facts, comparisons between ratings could reveal such differences if they 

were operative. Specifically, it would be expected, if differential 

weighting strategies are operative in the effect reported by Sosis, 

that internals would give higher importance or relevance ratings to facts 

that had been defined as indicating personal responsibility. Externals 

on the other hand would be expected to give higher importance or rele-

vance ratings to facts that had been defined as indicating environmental 

responsibility. 

To more thoroughly evaluate the alternative hypotheses advanced by 

Sosis, the role of different representations of the case in memory at 

22 
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the time of making an attribution of responsibility needed to be 

assessed. Recall data scored for recall of personal and environmental 

units will enable comparisons between internals and externals to be 

evaluated. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were chosen from students enrolled in the fall 

quarter Introductory Psychology class at Virginia Tech who volunteered 

to participate in mass testing (where Rotter's Internal-External Locus 

of Control Scale was administered) for class credit. An N of 96 was 

obtained with 48 of the subjects having been defined as having an inter-

nal locus of control, and 48 having been defined as having an external 

locus of control. Subjects received class credit for participating in 

the experiment. 

Design. Half of the subjects defined as internals (24) and half 

defined as externals (24) were assigned to the experimental reading con-

dition. In the experimental reading condition attention to relevant 

environmental and personal facts was equated through the use of an under-

lining and rating procedure, After participation in one of the reading 

conditions, half of the subjects in both conditions (24 internals and 

24 externals) were given the questionnaire used by Sosis (1974) to 

assess attribution of responsibility. Following the questionnaire there 

was a written recall session. For the other subjects in each condition 

the presentation of the questionnaire and the recall session was reversed, 

Thus the design was a 2 X 2 X 2 complete factorial entailing the inde-

pendent variables locus of control (internal versus external), reading 

condition (standard versus experimental) and order of presentation 
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(questionnaire-recall versus recall-questionnaire), with the dependent 

variables being measures of attribution of responsibility, ratings of 

facts (for experimental condition subjects only), and recall of facts. 

Procedure. Based on Rotter's Internal-External locus of Control 

Scale administered during mass testing the subjects were contacted for 

further participation in this study. The scores on this forced choice 

scale range from zero (the lowest possible score which is indicative of 

extreme internality) to 23 (the highest possible score which is indica-

tive of extreme externality). The trichotomization of the scale scores 

employed by Sosis (1974) was utilized in the present study. Sosis' 

criterion for a subject to be defined as having an external locus of 

control was a score of at least 15 and at most 21. Her criterion for 

classification as an internal was a score of at most 8 and at least 3, 

Thus 48 subjects whose scores were between 3 and 8 were contacted to 

participate and 48 subjects whose scores fell between 15 and 21 were 

also contacted. 

Materials given to internals and externals assigned to the experi-

mental condition for the reading part of the experiment included the 

account of the accident and the description of the defendant used by 

Sosis with the relevant personal and relevant environmental pause units 

underlined and parenthetical spaces inserted after each underlined unit, 

and a practice story, along with instructions. The relevant environ-

mental and personal pause units had been determined for the Sosis materi-

als through the use of Johnson's technique (1970) and Thurstone's scaling 

technique (Edwards, 1957). See Appendix A for a description of the pilot 

studies and a list of the relevant pause units and their scale values 
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(as well as a list of the nonrelevant units) derived from the results 

of pilot studies. 

The subjects in the experimental reading condition were also given 

instructions adapted from those used by Sosis (1974) and in addition 

were asked to read the account and description out loud, paying special 

attention to the underlined phrases. In addition subjects were asked to 

rate each fact preceding the provided parentheses. The rating procedure 

entailed asking the subjects to place an "H", ''M", or "L" in the space 

that was provided with an "H" indicating high, a ''M" indicating medium, 

and an "L" indicating low relevance or importance. After the instructions 

were read out loud by the experimenter, as the subject followed along, 

there was a practice story (one paragraph in length) to ensure that the 

instructions were understood and that the task would not be totally 

novel (see Appendix B for a copy of the sample story, the account of the 

accident and the description of the defendant for the experimental reading 

condition and the complete instructions for this condition). 

Subjects in the standard reading condition were given the same nar-

rative text to read except that the relevant personal and environmental 

pause units were not underlined nor did they have parenthetical spaces 

provided. The instructions were adapted from Sosis' and were the same 

for both conditions with the request to pay special attention to the 

underlined phrases and the instructions to rate the underlined phrases 

included in the experimental reading condition only. The standard con-

dition also included a practice story (identical to the one used in the 

experimental condition except for the absence of underlining and paren-

thetical spaces) that was read by the subjects to equate experimental 
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experience for the two conditions (see Appendix C for the standard reading 

condition instructions, a copy of the sample story and a copy of the 

Sosis' materials). All subjects were aware that a questionnaire session 

would follow the completion of the reading session but were not aware 

that a recall session would be included. 

Subjects were tested individually and after the materials were read 

once, subjects in the questionnaire-recall order of presentation were 

asked to fill out a questionnaire which was identical to the one employed 

by Sosis. Following the collection of the questionnaire subjects were 

requested to write down as accurately as possible the account of the 

accident and the description of the defendant, recalling as many exact 

phrases and words as possible (see Appendix D for the exact instructions 

for the recall session along with the instructions for the questionnaire 

and a copy of the questionnaire). Subjects were provided with paper and 

either pen or pencil depending on their preference, There was no time 

limitation for either the completion of the questionnaire or the recall 

session. The order of presentation was reversed for the subjects assigned 

to the recall-questionnaire order of presentation condition. 

Results 

Analyses of the standard reading condition. Analyses of variance 

were conducted to assess the degree of replication of Sosis' original 

findings. The mean responses to questionnaire items for Sosis' study 

are reproduced in Table 1. The mean scores for the present findings are 

summarized and presented in Table 2. In general, as can be seen in 

Table 2, no significant differences of major interest were observed. 
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TABIB ONE 

Sosis' Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items 

Variable Externals Internals 

Responsibility 1.90 J.25 

Guilt 2.80 J.OO 

Sentence ,90 6,75 

Drinking habits 1,20 2.75 

Sorry J,45 1.20 

Foresee 1. 75 J.2J 

Act differently 1.20 ,JJ 

Nole. This table is reproduced without the data for moderates, 
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TABLE TWO 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items 

for Standard Reading Condition 

Variable Externals 

Responsibility 3.42 

Guilt 2.75 

Sentence 2.17 

Drinking habits 2.17 

Sorry 1.54 

Foresee 2.83 

Acted differently 1.08 

Internals 

3,54 

2.75 

2.31 

2.29 

1. 79 

3.08 

1.04 
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The analysis of variance for the first dependent variable, respon-

sibility attributed to Sander (the defendant), was done on the means 

reported in Table 2, where the higher the mean the more the accident 

was seen as the defendant's fault with 4 being the most responsibility 

attributable. The analysis revealed no significant difference. The main 

effect for locus of control was not significant, f(l,44)=.65, J2.=.43. 

Order did not have a significant main effect either, f(l,44)=3,52, _£=.07, 

nor did it interact significantly with locus of control, f(l,44)=0.07, 

12=. 79 • Thus the hypothesis that internals should at tribute more res pon-

si bili ty was not supported in the present replication condition. 

Sosis did not predict significant differences betweeen internals 

and externals on the dependent measure of guilt attributed to Sander 

because the factor of guilt was unequivocally stated i.e., he did run 

the red light and strike the pedestrian. The higher the mean value the 

more guilty the defendant was seen with an upper scale value of 3 being 

possible. The present findings reaffirm the expectation strongly. The 

main effect of locus of control was insignificant, f(l,44)=0.00, _£=1.00, 

as was the main effect of order, f(l,44)=1.76, 12=.19. The interaction 

between the factors was also not significant, f(l,44)=1.76' r·l9. 

It was predicted that internals would recommend longer prison sen-

tences than externals. The subjects were asked to indicate in years, 

ranging from 0 to 25 years, the prison sentence they felt would be 

appropriate. The analysis revealed no significant differences between 

internals and externals, f(l,44)=0.0J, J2.=.87 and no significant main 

effect of order, f ( 1, 44 )=0. 56 , .E.=. 46 . The interaction bet ween locus of 

control and order of presentation was also nonsignificant, f=(l,44)=1.07, 
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J2=.Jl The present results are in direct dispute with Sosis' findings 

which were significant at the .E <.0001 level. 

"Drinking habits" was assessed on a scale ranging from 0-never drinks 

to 4-habitual drunkard. The expectation was that internals would assign 

a significantly higher value on this measure than externals indicating 

that they perceived Sander as a heavier and/or more regular drinker. 

The expectation was not supported, E(l,44)=0.58, J2=.45 . The main effect 

for order and the interaction were also not signficant, and both had an 

f(l,44) of 0.06, J2=.80 . 

Another dependent measure that significant differences were expected 

on was the degree to which subjects felt sorry for the defendant, the 

higher value (values could range from 0 to 4) indicating the sorrier 

one felt for Sander. It was expected that externals would feel sorrier 

for the defendant. The main effect of locus of control, E(l,44)=0.72, 

J2=.40 did not suggest this interpretation. The main effect for order 

was also insignificant, E(l,44)=1.28, _E:=.26 . However the interaction 

was significant, E(l,44)=6.48, _E:=.01 . Simple main effects were con-

ducted to evaluate the interaction. The simple main effect at the first 

level of order (questionnaire then recall) revealed no significant dif-

ferences between internals (1.58) and externals (2.00), f(l,44)=1.44, ns. 

Simple main effect for the second level of order (recall then question-

naire) revealed a signficant difference between internals (2.00) and 

externals (1.00), E(l,44)=5. 76, _E<.05 . The simple main effect testing 

the effect of order at the internal level of locus of control was not 

significant, E(l,44)=1.00, ns, however at the external level of locus of 

control the effect of order was significant, E(l ,44 )=6. 76 , E <. 05 . 
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The results indicate that when recall precedes the questionnaire, exter-

nals do not feel sorrier for the defendant, indeed they feel less sorry 

than externals who receive the questionnaire first and less sorry than 

internals. The interaction is graphed in Figure l, 

It was also hypothesized given Sosis' findings that on a scale 

measuring belief about whether Sander should have foreseen the accident 

internals would significantly feel more strongly than externals that he 

should have foreseen the accident. The scale ranged from 0 to 4 with a 

higher value indicating more strongly that he should have foreseen the 

accident. The hypothesis was not supported, E_(l,44)=0.78, J?.=.J8 • 

Also there was not a significant main effect for order, E_(l,44)=.09, 

~=.77 , nor was there a significant interaction between order and locus 

of control, E_(l,44 )=, 78, y:.J8 . 

It was expected that internals would indicate more strongly than 

externals that they would have acted differently from Sander if placed 

in the same situation. The belief was assessed on a scale ranging from 

0 to J, with the lower value reflecting a greater belief that one would 

have acted differently. That expectation was not borne out, E_(l,44)=0.0J, 

E'.87 Further there was no significant main effect for order, E_(l,44)= 

O.OJ, p=.87, nor was there a significant interaction, E.(1,44)=1.JJ, J?.=.25. 

The last index of responsibility attributed to Sander was measured 

by asking subjects to indicate whether they believed bad luck or irrespon-

sible behavior played a greater role in bringing about the accident. 

Sosis had found that internals more than externals saw irresponsible be-

havior as the greater factor (and bad luck as playing a smaller role). 

The converse was true for externals. Sosis' findings are reproduced in 
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Figure 1. Mean response score for the dependent variable sorry as a 
:function of the order of presentation of the questionnaire and recall 
sessions for internals and externals in the standard reading condition. 
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Table J and the present results can be found in Table 4. 

Due to the small expected frequencies that were calculated the 

analysis employed was the Fisher Exact Probability Test with Tocher's 

modification (Siege.l, 1956 pages 96 through 104). The exact probability 

for the obtained results was ,JS and the exact probability for more 

extreme results was .12. Thus the probability of the present obtained 

results and more extreme results was .50, indicating that there was no 

significant differences between internals and externals in perception of 

the greater factor or contributor to the accident. As can be readily 

seen from Table 4 both agreed unanimously that irresponsible behavior 

played the larger role and bad luck the smaller and almost non-existent 

role, 

Intercorrelations were conducted between the three variables "re-

sponsibility", "guilt" and "sentence". Sosis had found that the only 

significant correlation was between responsibility and prison sentence, 

indicating that the more responsibility attributed the longer the recom-

mended prison term. The present study found the correlation between 

guilt and responsibility to be significant (I_=.51, df=46, Q<.01) and 

the correlation between guilt and sentence to be nonsignificant (E=-0.11, 

df=46, ns) along with the correlation between responsibility and years 

to be nonsignificant (E=-0.17, df=46, ns). Thus unlike Sosis' original 

investigation the present study found that the more responsibility attri-

buted the more guilt ascribed to the defendant (see Table 5). 

In general the present findings of the standard reading condition 

do not in any encouraging way indicate replication of the original study 

done by Sosis, The only variable that did replicate was guilt where a 
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TABIE 'I'lillEE 

Sosis' Percentages of Each Level of Internal-External 

Control Citing Bad Luck or Irresponsible 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Behavior as the Greater Contributor 

to the Accident 

Externals 

60 

40 

Internals 

20 

80 

Note, Data is reproduced without information for moderates. 
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TABIE FDUR 

Percentages of Each Level of Internal-External 

Control Citing Bad Luck or Irresponsible 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Behavior as the Greater Contributor 

to·the Accident 

Externals 

4 

96 

Internals 

2 

98 



Responsibility 

Guilt 

Sentence 

36 

TABLE FIVE 

Correlation Coefficients for Three Measures 

of the Dependent Variable 

Responsibility 

. 51 p < 0 01 

-.17 ns 

Guilt 

- .11 ns 

Sentence 
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nonsignificant finding was expected for the locus of control variable. 

Moreover in the recall-questionnaire order of presentation condition a 

reversal of the expectation of externals feeling sorrier than internals 

was obtained which seems to be a function of order affecting externals 

perception of feeling sorry for the defendant i.e., a change to less 

sorry in this order condition. Overall the results are not encouraging 

and will place severe constraints on the interpretation of the experi-

mental reading condition and total design analyses, to which the focus 

is now turned. 

Analyses for the total design. In order to assess the role of the 

attention component in the effect observed by Sosis, analyses for each 

dependent measure were performed. As far as the independent variable 

order of presentation is concerned it will only be included in the 

following discussions where it had a significant main effect (which was 

the case with the dependent measure of guilt) or it interacted signifi-

cantly with the other independent variables (which was the case with 

the dependent measure of sorry). Otherwise the variable order will be 

ignored in the following summaries of analyses. As an overview, dif-

ferences between internals and externals were not observed. 

The first dependent measure is responsibility attributed to Sander. 

The two-way analysis of variance revealed the main effect of locus of 

control was not significant, ,[(l, 88)=1.66, y.20, but the main effect of 

condition was significant, ,[(l,88)=5,72, :g=.02. The main effect of con-

dition is such that more responsibility is attributed to Sander when 

subjects are in the experimental condition as opposed to the control 

condition. The interaction between locus of control and condition was 
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not significant, _E(l,88)==1.66, J?=.20. See Table 6 for the means for 

this dependent measure and the others, 

The analysis for the dependent measure guilt indicated that the 

effect of locus of control was not significant, f(l, 88 )=1. 57 , .E_==, 21 and 

the effect of condition was not significant, I_(l,88)=0.57, .E_=.45 , The 

interaction also was not significant, f(l,88)=1.57, .£=.21 . However the 

main effect of order was significant, f(l,88)==5.09, ;r=.03, indicating 

that more guilt was assigned to Sander when the recall session preceded 

the questionnaire (2.88) than when the questionnaire came before the 

recall session (2.69). 

The two-way analysis for the dependent measure drinking habits re-

vealed that neither main effect was significant, f(l,88)==0.53, .E_=.47 

for the locus of control variable, and f(l,88)==2.13, y.15 for the 

reading condition variable. The interaction was also insignificant, 

I ( 1, 88 )== .13 , .E_==. 72 . 

For the dependent measure sorry, the analysis of variance indicated 

that the main effect of locus of control was not significant, I_(l,88)==1.27, 

:£==.26 nor was the effect of reading condition, f(l,88)=.85, .E_==.36 . 

However the interaction was significant, f(l,88)==5.57, ;r=.02 as was the 

three-way interaction between locus of control, reading condition and 

order of presentation, f(l,88)==6,58, y.01 . Analyses of simple main 

effects and simple interaction effects disclosed that the interaction of 

locus of control and condition at level one of order (questionnaire-

recall order of pres en ta ti on) was not significant, I_(l, 88 )==, 02 , .E >. 0 S , 

but at the level two of order (recall-questionnaire order of presenta-

tion) the simple interaction effect was significant, f(l,88)=12.13, 12_<:.0l. 
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TABLE SIX 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items 

in Standard and Experimental Reading Conditions 

Reading Condition 
Standard Experimental 

Variable Externals Internals Externals Internals 

Responsibility J.42 J.54 J.67 J.8J 

Guilt 2.75 2.75 2.71 2.92 

Sentence 2.17 2.Jl J.52 2.54 

Drinking habits 2.17 2.29 2.J8 2.41 

Sorry 1.54 1. 79 2.21 1.50 

Foresee 2.8J J.08 2.92 2.88 

Acted differently 1.08 1.04 0.8J 1.04 
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Further simple main effect analyses indicated that for the significant 

simple interaction effect the effect of locus of control was significant 

in the standard reading condition, f.(1,88)=5.93, J2 <.05 and was signifi-

cant in the experimental reading condition, f.(l,88)=5,94, J2 < .05 The 

effects of condition were significant for both the internals, E(l,88)=4.21, 

p <. 05 and the externals, E(l,88)=8, 26, p <. 01 , The results suggest 

that when subjects recall prior to completing the questionnaire, internals 

in the standard condition feel more sorry for Sander (2.00) than externals 

in the standard reading condition (1.00) or internals in the experimental 

reading condition (1.17). Furthermore externals in the standard reading 

condition feel the least sorry for Sander (1.00). That is to say less 

sorry than externals in the experimental reading condition (2.17) or in-

ternals in the standard reading condition (2.00 as noted above) or inter-

nals in the experimental reading condition (1.17, again as noted above). 

The results are graphed in Figure 2. 

For the dependent measure foresee the main effect for locus of 

control was not significant, f.(1,88)=.JO, y=.58 nor was the main effect 

of reading condition, f.(1,88)=,ll, _E=.74 , The interaction between these 

variables was also not significant, f.(1,88)=.59, p=.44 , 

The main effect of locus of control for the dependent measure 

acted differently was insignificant, E(l,88)=.26, p=.61 as was the reading 

condition main effect, E,'.(1,88)=.58, _E=.45 . The interaction as well 

proved to be insignificant, E,'.(1,88)=.58, .E_=.45 , 

Analysis of the dependent measure sentence revealed that neither 

main effect was significant, E,'.( 1 1 88 )=, 44 , p=, 51 for the locus of control 

variable and E.(1,88)=1.59, J2=.21 for the reading condition variable. 
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Figure 2. Mean response scores for the dependent variable sorry in the 

recall-questionnaire order of presentation condition as a function of 

the reading condition for internals and externals, 
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The interaction between locus of control and reading condition was also 

not significant, [(1,88)=.80, E=.J?. 

Finally the results obtained for the factor (either bad luck or 

irresponsible behavior) that contributed the most to the accident in the 

experimental reading condition is provided in Table 7, Fisher's Exact 

Probability Test revealed what is obvious: the groups are not different, 

in fact the probability yielded by the test was 1.00. 

The only variable for which there was a significant interaction 

between the main variables under consideration (i.e., locus of control 

and reading condition) was the degree to which subjects felt sorry for 

the defendant. It was originally proposed that an interaction in the 

two-way analysis of variance would be an indication that attention is 

a component and further that a lack of significance in the experimental 

condition would suggest attention was the sole component operating, The 

lack of significance in the experimental condition was not obtained on 

this variable suggesting that a cognitive function other than just 

attention is operating, The results for sorry however are tenuous at best 

because of the lack of replicating Sosis in the standard reading condition. 

Indeed the caution is further enhanced when one recalls that the results 

in the standard reading condition are opposite of what was predicted and 

expected given Sosis' findings. In fact the interaction suggests that 

the attention manipulation may be necessary if one is to replicate Sosis' 

finding for the variable. The fact that only one of the eight dependent 

measures was found to be affected adds further caution, an issue which 

will be addressed more fully in the discussion section. 
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TABIE SEVEN 

Percentages of Each Level of Internal-External Control 

Citing Bad Luck or Irresponsible Behavior as the 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Greater Contributor to the Accident 

in Experimental Reading Condition 

Externals 

0 

100 

Internals 

0 

100 
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Analys:is of the weighting of facts. Since there were 15 facts that 

were rated in the experimental reading condition a data reduction techni-

que was employed based upon information obtained from the pilot data. 

That is, two general scores were suggested by the pilot norms, namely 

a personal fact score (sum of the weightings for the 11 personal facts) 

and an environmental fact score (sum of the weightings for the 4 environ-

mental facts). Thus in order to analyze the role of differential weighting 

strategies, separate one-way analyses of variance were performed on each 

of the two fact scores: one for personal and one for environmental. See 

Appendix A for a list of the 4 environmental facts and the 11 personal 

facts obtained from the pilot studies. 

If a fact was rated as high in importance or relevance it was given 

a value of 3, If a fact was rated as medium in importance or relevance 

it was assigned a value of 2 and if it was of low importance or rele-

vance it was given the value 1. See Table 8 for the mean values of the 

personal and environmental fact scores. 

The analysis of variance for the environmental fact score revealed 

that the main effect of locus of control was not significant, f(l,46)= 

.56, E=,46 . The results indicate that internals and externals did not 

rate the importance of the environmental facts differently during the 

reading of the passage, 

For the personal fact score the main effect of locus of control was 

also not significant, f(l,46)=2.26, _E=.14 • Again the suggestion is that 

internals and externals do not differ significantly in their ratings of 

personal facts' relevance to the account of an accident. 



Fact Scores 

Environmental 

Personal 
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TABLE EIGHT 

Mean Weightings for Fact Scores 

in Experimental Reading Condition 

Externals 

9.J6 

26.21 

Internals 

9,04 

25.29 
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Analysis of recall data. Recall data was first given to two in-

dependent judges to score for pausal units recalled. The criterion 

list used by the two judges is provided in Appendix E. Scoring con-

centrated on identifying whether or not a pausal unit's idea was used 

by the subjects in their generation of the account of the accident and 

description of the defendant. If the unit was recalled or gave rise to 

recall the item was considered recalled and circled as such by the judges 

on a score sheet for each subject. For each subject the two judges' 

scoring sheets were then compared and discrepancies were noted, The 

number of discrepancies ranged from 0 to 3 units. Given the total num-

ber of units that could be recalled was J4, the number of discrepancies 

were divided by 34 and this value was subtracted from perfect agreement 

or correlation (1.00) which provided indices of reliability for the 

judges for each subject. Thus the judges' agreement ranged from 1.00 to 

.91 . There was perfect agreement on 77 of the 96 subjects, ,97 agree-

ment on 11 of the subjects' data (i.e., one unit disagreement) and .94 

agreement on 7 of the subjects' data (i.e., two unit disagreement) and 

,91 agreement on 1 of the subjects' recall data (i.e., three units dis-

agreed upon). Given the high agreement between the two judges, only one 

of the judges' recall scoring was used for further analyses. 

Next total recall ability was evaluated for internals and externals 

by comparing the two groups on total number of units recalled which in-

cluded both nonrelevant and relevant units recalled. See Table 9 for 

the mean number of total units recalled and as well mean number of non-

relevant and relevant units recalled by internals and externals. The 

analysis of variance conducted for total number of units recalled revealed 
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TABIE NINE 

Mean Number of Total, Nonrelevant 

and Relevant Units Recalled 

Variable Externals 

Total Units 

Nonrelevant Units 

16.69 

8,10 

Relevant Units: 

Environmental 

Personal 

1.67 

6,04 

Internals 

15,88 

6.85 

1. 77 

6.21 
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that only the order by locus of control interaction achieved signifi-

cance, E_(l,88)=4.24, r=.04 (see Table 10 for a summary of the analysis). 

Simple main effect analyses were performed and revealed that at the 

questionnaire-recall order level there was a significant locus of con-

trol effect, E_(l,88)=4.12, .I?. <.05 and at the recall-questionnaire order 

level there was no significant effect, E ( 1, 88 )=. 78 , E 7 • 0 5 . Simple main 

effect analyses also revealed that the order variable had a significant 

effect for the internal locus of control level, f.(l, 88 )=4.J8 , .:e. <. 05 but 

not for the external locus of control level, f.(1,88)=.67, .:e. :;?,05 , The 

interaction is graphed in Figure J, where it can more readily be seen 

that when the questionnaire precedes the recall session externals (17.25) 

recall a greater number of units than internals (14.58). Furthermore 

externals do not differ in recall of total number of facts in the recall-

questionnaire order session (16.13) from either internals in this order 

(17.17) or externals in the questionnaire-recall order session. Inter-

nals are significantly affected by the order variable, with internals 

recalling significantly more units when the recall session comes before 

the questionnaire, as opposed to after the questionnaire. 

Internals and externals were then compared on the number of non-

relevant facts recalled (see Table 9 for the means). The analysis of 

variance, which is summarized in Table 11, indicated that there was a 

main effect for the locus of control variable, F(l,88)=4,56, p=.04 with 

externals recalling more nonrelevant facts (8.10) than internals (6.85), 

The locus of control by order interaction was also significant, F(l,88)= 

4.87, p=.OJ • Simple main effects were conducted to assess where the 

significant differences were located. At the questionnaire-recall order 
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TABLE TEN 

Analysis of Variance for Total Units Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

.81 

.06 

.66 
1.99 
4.24 
2.13 

.81 

p 

,37 
,79 
.42 
.16 
.04 
.15 
,37 
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T ABIE EIEVEN 

Analysis of Variance for Nonrelevant Units Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

4.56 
2.0J 

.02 
J.17 
4.87 
2.68 

,99 

p 

.04 

.16 

.89 

.08 

.OJ 

.ll 

.J2 
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level, locus of control was significant, E(l,88)=9.43, E <.01 with ex-

ternals (8.79) recalling more nonrelevant units than internals (6.25). 

There was no effect of locus of control at the other level of order of 

presentation (recall-questionnaire), F(l,88)=.003, p >.05 where inter-- -

nals recalled an average of 7.46 units and externals an average of 7.42 

units. There was as well no significant effect of order at the internal 

locus of control level, E(l,88)=2.lJ, £>.05 or at the external locus of 

control level, E(l,88)=2.76, E>.05 • The interaction is graphed in 

Figure 4 where it becomes obvious that externals recall more nonrele-

vant facts than internals given a questionnaire before the recall session, 

but do not differ from internals given the recall session first. Also, 

the order variable does not seem to significantly affect recall of non-

relevant facts for either externals (as was the case for total units re-

called) or internals (unlike the case for total units recalled). 

Analyses were also done for differences in terms of the number of 

personal and the number of environmental facts recalled. The analysis 

of variance for the environmental facts recalled, which is summarized in 

Table 12, indicated no significant main effects or interactions. 

The analysis of variance for the personal facts recalled (Table lJ) 

indicated that the main effect of locus of control was insignificant as 

was the main effect for reading condition. However the main effect for 

order was significant, indicating that more personal facts were recalled 

when recall came before the questionnaire (6.56) than when the question-

naire came before the recall session (5.69), 

Since internals and externals did differ in their overall number of 

facts recalled and number of nonrelevant facts recalled in the question-
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TABLE TWELVE 

Analysis of Variance for Environmental Units Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

.18 
,59 
,59 
.07 

1.63 
,87 
,59 

p 

.67 

.45 

.45 
,78 
.21 
.35 
.45 
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TABLE THIRTEEN 

Analysis of Variance for Personal Units Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

.19 
J.76 
5.12 
1.16 

,94 
,57 
,10 

p 

,67 
.06 
,OJ 
.28 
.J4 
.45 
,75 
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naire-recall order of presentation condition, percent recall was used to 

analyze the possibility that internals and externals differentially re-

call personal and environmental facts. The ratio employed was the num-

ber of personal facts or number of environmental facts recalled divided 

by the number of nonrelevant facts recalled (see Table 14 for the mean 

ratio values for both environmental and personal facts). For the ratio 

involving personal facts there were no significant findings when an 

analysis of variance was conducted, see Table 15 for a summary of the 

analysis. The same was true for the ratio involving environmental facts 

recalled (see Table 16 for a summary of this analysis). 

Another analysis was performed using the ratio of personal or en-

vironmental facts recalled divided by the total number of facts recalled 

(refer to Table 14 for a listing of the mean ratio values obtained). 

For the ratio of personal facts recalled to total facts recalled there 

was no main effect for locus of control which can be seen in Table 17. 

However condition and order of presentation both had significant main 

effects. The means indicate that the recall ratio of personal to total 

facts is significantly higher in the experimental condition than in the 

standard condition (.41 and .36 respectively for the experimental con-

dition and the standard condition). When recall comes before the ques-

tionnaire the recall ratio for personal to total facts (.40) is higher 

than for the questionnaire then recall order of presentation (.J6). 

Analysis of variance for the ratio environmental facts recalled to 

total facts recalled disclosed no significant findings. Refer to Table 

18 for a summary of the findings. 
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TABIE FDURTEEN 

Mean Ratio Values for Personal and Environmental 

Facts Recalled Over Total or Nonrelevant 

Facts Recalled 

Heading Condition 
Standard Experimental 

Variable Externals Internals Externals Internals 

Environmental/ .18 .J6 .28 .28 Nonrelevant 
Personal/ • 70 1.08 1.17 1.10 Nonrelevant 

Environmental/ .09 .12 .11 • ll Total 
Personal/ .J4 .J8 .40 ,IJ.1 

Total 
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TABLE FIFTEEN 

Analysis of Variance for the Ratio 

Personal Facts Recalled/Nonrelevant Facts Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

1.21 
2.95 

.61 
2.45 

. 70 

.05 
,06 

p 

.28 

.09 

.44 

.12 

.41 

.82 

.81 
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TABLE SIXTEEN 

Analysis of Variance for the Ratio 

Environmental Facts Recalled/Nonrelevant Facts Recalled 

locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

2.60 
.06 
.85 

2.80 
.OJ 
.05 
.05 

p 

.11 

.81 

.J6 

.10 

.87 

.82 

.8J 
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TABLE SEVENTEEN 

Analysis of Variance for the Ratio 

Personal Facts Recalled/Total Facts Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

1.91 
5,89 
4.09 

.4J 
1.54 

.47 

.17 

p 

.17 

.02 

.05 

.51 

.22 

.50 

.68 
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TABLE EIGHTEEN 

Analysis of Variance for the Ratio 

Environmental Facts Recalled/Total Facts Recalled 

Locus of Control (IDFC) 
Reading Condition (COND) 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 
IDFC X COND 
IDFC X ORDER 
COND X ORDER 
IDFC X COND X ORDER 

F 

1.36 
,07 

1.94 
1.30 

.63 

.13 
,36 

p 

.25 
,79 
.17 
.26 
.43 
. 72 
,55 
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Re-analysis of the data with an additional independent variable: 

recall ability. A re-analysis of the data with recall ability (as 

measured by the total number of units recalled) added as a predictor 

might lend some insight into possible reasons for failing to replicate 

Sosis (for example perhaps the effect is obtainable with low recall 

ability subjects but not with high recall ability subjects, or vice 

versa). Total units recalled ranged from 7 to 28 (out of a total of J4 

units) and a median split was performed to dichotomize recall ability 

into high and low recall ability subjects. Since nine subjects fell in 

the score value for the median (16 units recalled) subjects having this 

score value were randomly assigned to high or low recall ability until 

the total number of subjects in the high category equaled the number in 

the low category (i.e., 48 high and 48 low recall ability subjects). 

Since cell sizes were not equal the data was submitted to an 

analysis of variance program that used a least squares analysis for 

designs of unequal cell sizes (BMDP2V). Therefore the design now had 

the following independent variables: locus of control, reading condi-

tion, order of presentation and recall ability. For the first dependent 

measure, responsibility attributed to Sander, the main effect of condi-

tion was obtained, .[(1,80)=7.14, .:e.=.009 and no other significant effects 

were observed. Thus the analysis was not different from the previous 

analysis for the design where recall ability was not included. Specifi-

cally there was no significant main effect for recall ability, E_(l,80)= 

,59, .E_=.45 nor was there a significant interaction between locus of con-

trol and recall ability, E.(1,80)=.10, .:e.=.76 . The mean responses to the 
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questionnaire items with recall ability taken into account are pre-

sented in Table 19. 

For the dependent measure guilt, nothing was significant. The 

main effect for order previously reported was not observed in this 

analysis, E(l,80)=2.48, .E_=.12 . The main effect for total recall 

ability was not significant as indicated, E(l,80)=.49, p=.49 nor was 

the interaction between locus of control and recall ability, F(l,80)= 

1. 17 ' .J2.=. 28 . 

The analysis for the variable "drinking habits" was not different 

from the previous analysis for guilt except that a significant main 

effect for recall ability was observed, E(l,80)=6,76, .J2.=.0l . The 

means indicate that subjects of low recall ability saw Sander as 

someone who drinks more regularly and/or heavily (2.48) than subjects 

of high recall ability (2.16), The interaction for recall ability with 

locus of control was not significant, E(l,80)=.05, .J2.=.83 . 

As far as the variable "sorry" is concerned the analysis was not 

different from the previous analysis for that variable with the inter-

action between locus of control and condition again being observed, 

.E_(l,80)=6.28, 12_=.01 as well as the three-way interaction between locus 

of control, reading condition and order of presentation again being 

observed, E(l, 80 )=4. 00 , 12_=. 05 , The independent variable recall ability 

did not have a significant main effect, E(l, 80 )=J .17 , .J2.=, 08 or interact 

significantly with locus of control, E(l,80)=1.63, 12_=.21 . 

The analysis for the dependent measure forsee was not different 

from the previous analysis for forsee except that recall ability did 

interact significantly with the locus of control variable, E(i,80)=5.47, 



Variable 

Responsiblity 
Guilt 
Sentence 
Drinkg habits 
Sorry 
Foresee 
Acted 

differently 
N=96 

TABIE N IHETEEN 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items in 
Standard and Experimental Reading Conditions for Internals and Externals 

of High and Low Recall Ability 

High Recall Ability Low Recall Ability 
Standard Experimental Stcrndard Experimental 

Externals Internals Externals Internal~ Externals Internals Externals Internals 

3.27 3,50 3,63 3.82 3.43 3.56 3. 73 3.88 
2.63 2.75 2.68 3.00 2.93 2.78 2. 7J 2.88 
1. 52 1.33 2.99 3.14 2.45 3.17 4.21 2.21 
2.06 2.25 2.23 2.11 2.31 2.33 2.55 2.71 
1.92 1.83 2.29 1.49 .86 1.67 2.05 1.44 
2.55 3.h2 2.85 3.10 3.31 2.92 3.00 2.63 
1.20 1.25 .59 .94 ,91 .89 lolO 1.13 

n=l4 n=9 n=n n=ll n=lO n=l5 n=ll n=ll 

°' ~ 



E_=.02. Simple main effect analyses revealed that for internals the 

effect of recall ability was not significant, E(1,80)=2.69, E >.05 nor 

was the effect significant fbr externals, f(1,80)=2.76, p>.05. The means 

for internals and externals at low recall ability were not significantly 

different, E(1,80)=1.69, p>.05 but were significantly different at high 

recall ability, E(1,80)=4.0J, p<.05. Thus internals and externals of 

low recall ability do not significantly differ on whether Sander should 

havefbreseen the accident (the mean response for internals was 2.77 and 

for externals it was J.16). However when internals and externals are of 

high recall ability they do differ, with internals (J.26) believing signi-

ficantly stronger than externals (2.68) that Sander should have foreseen 

the accident. The interaction is graphed in Figure 5, 

The analysis for the variable "acted differently" revealed that 

nothing was significant. Specifically in regard to the recall ability 

independent variable the main effect was insignificant, F(1,80)=,00, 

p=.97, and so was the locus of control with recall ability interaction 

insignificant, E(1,80)=.JO, p=.59. It should be noted that nothing 

was found to be significant for this measure in the previous analysis 

without the additional independent variable recall ability. 

For the dependent measure prison sentence the present analysis did 

not differ from the previous analysis of sentence, The main effect for 

recall ability was not significant, [(1,80)=1.28, p=.26 and so was the 

interaction between locus of control and recall ability, F(1,80)=.21 

p=.65. 

Finally in terms of the factor that contributed more to bringing 

about the accident (bad luck or irresponsible behavior) with the additional 
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variable recall ability, internals and externals of low or high ability 

did not differ. The results for subjects of high recall ability can be 

seen in Table 20. Fisher's Exact Probability Test with Tocher's modifi-

cation indicated that the probability of the observed frequencies for 

high recall ability subjects was ,54, indicating that regardless of 

locus of control high recall ability subjects agree that irresponsible 

behavior was the greater of the two contributing factors. Fisher's Exact 

Probability Test with Tocher's modification indicated that the probability 

for the observed frequencies for low recall ability subjects was ,51 and 

for the more extreme possible cases with the same marginal totals the 

probability was .20. The percentages for low recall ability subjects 

can be seen in Table 21. The results suggest that regardless of recall 

ability or locus of control the predominant choice of the greater con-

tributing factor for bringing about the accident was seen to be irre-

sponsible behavior. 

Thus as an overview adding the independent variable recall ability 

did not prove to be helpful in terms of obtaining the effects observed 

by Sosis. The potential exception is with the dependent measure foresee 

where a difference was reported between high recall ability internals 

and externals in the expected or predicted direction i.e., internals 

indicating a stronger belief that Sander should have foreseen the accident, 

However, the effect of condition did not interact with this finding so 

caution needs to be exercised. 
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TABLE TWENTY 

Percentages for High Recall Ability of Each Level of 

Internal-External Control Citing Bad Luck or 

Irresponsible Behavior as the Greater Contributor 

Variable 

Dad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

to the ·Accident 

Externals 
(26) 

4 

96 

Internals 
(22) 

0 

.100 



TABLE THENTY-ONE 

Percentages for Low Recall Ability of Each 1€vel of 

Internal-External Control Citing Bad Luck or 

Irresponsible Behavior as the Greater Contributor 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

to the Accident 

Externals 
(22) 

5 

95 

Internals 
(26) 

4 

96 



Experiment II 

The reasons for not replicating Sosis in the standard reading con-

dition is of major concern and interest, especially given the consis-

tent results she reported. An obvious possible reason for not repli-

cating dealt with a methodological issue: group versus individual test 

sessions. Sosis had run her study in a group setting which was aban-

doned in the original study of this research because of the problem 

group testing would create for attention controls and the weighting 

tasks. Such experimental control though obtained in one-on-one test 

conditions may have caused problems through demand characteristics and 

affected the results especially for externals who have been reported 

to be more easily persuaded (Ritchie and Phares, 1968; McGinnies and 

Ward, 1974) and tend to conform more than internals (Biondo and MacDonald, 

1971; Alegre and Murray, 197L~). Since the tendency for the present results 

for externals to be above those observed and reported by Sosis these pos-

sible explanations seemed appropriate and worth testing, 

Also the use of a 2.5 to J.O blood alcohol concentration level 

was suspected of being too high (indeed upon investigation of the issue 

it was found to be fatal to the defendant) and hence so overwhelming as 

to reduce the ambiguity of the situation. Thus for the present study 

the blood alcohol concentration level was changed to a more realistic 

concentration and a group session was conducted using the exact instruc-

tions provided by Sosis. 

Method 

Subjects. Subjects were contacted based on scores on Rotter's 

70 
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Internal-External locus of Control Scale administered at mass testing 

during the winter term of 1980 on a volunteer basis for extra credit. 

Seventeen internals and seventeen externals were contacted to participate 

in a group testing session. Two external subjects and one internal sub-

ject did not show for the session, and another internal subject did not 

complete the questionnaire. Subjects received class credit for parti-

cipating in the testing session. 

Design. The design of this study was a one-way between subjects 

analysis which consisted of the independent variable locus of control 

and the dependent variable attribution of responsibility as measured by 

responses to eight questions. 

Procedure. Based on locus of control scores obtained for those 

participating in mass testing, subjects were contacted for further parti-

cipation in a group testing situation, Again Sosis' criterion for 

classifying a subject as internal was used (score ranging from 3 to 8), 

and as well her criterion for classifying a subject as external was used 

(score ranging from 15 to 21). Of the seventeen of each classification 

level only data from 15 are available due to no shows or incomplete 

responses. 

The session was conducted in a group testing format in the evening 

during winter term. The session began by having those present fill out 

a consent form. After consent forms were collected, the instructions 

provided by Sosis in her 1974 article were read out loud. The first 

sentence was deleted due to its inappropriateness (i.e., it made reference 

to the session as a second experiment), otherwise the instructions were 

exactly as provided (see Appendix F for a copy of the instructions read 
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to the subjects). 

After the instructions were read the experimental materials were 

passed out in packet form. The packet contained a description of the 

accident, a standard description of the defendant long with a standard 

questionnaire. The materials were exactly as described by Sosis except 

for the blood alcohol concentration which was changed from 2.5 to J.O 

to read .25 to .JO percent. Otherwise the materials were identical to 

those used by Sosis and those used in the standard reading condition of 

the first experiment (see Appendix C for a copy of the materials and 

Appendix D for a copy of the questionnaire). 

Results 

One-way analyses of variance were conducted on each of the seven 

questions used by Sosis to ascertain the amount of responsibility assigned 

to Sander. A summary of the findings can be found in Table 22. 

It was hypothesized that if the problem of not replicating Sosis 

encountered in experiment one was due to group versus individual testing 

conditions (i.e., demand characteristics of an individual session elimi-

nating the effect found by Sosis) and/or a highly unrealistic blood 

alcohol concentration then the present study should replicate her findings 

more closely. With regard to the first measure of responsibility there 

were no differences between internals and externals, [(1,28)=.11, Je=.74, 

Indeed both mean response values were above those found by Sosis regard-

less of locus of control (refer to Table 1 for the mean responses reported 

by Sosis). 

Another measure of responsibility attributed to the defendant was 

assessed through whether the subject felt bad luck or irresponsible 
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TABLE TWENTY-TWO 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items 

for Group Testing Condition 

Variable Externals Internals 

Responsibility ·3, 73 3,67 

Guilt 2.73 2.93 

Sentence • 73 2.12 

Drinking habits 2.27 2.00 

Sorry 1.87 2.27 

Foresee 2. 73 2.93 

Act differently 1.07 ,93 
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behavior played a greater role in leading to the accident. The summary 

of the present findings are reported in Table 2J. Due to the considera-

tion once again that the expected frequencies for two cells were less 

than 5, the Fisher Exact Probability Test was employed. The results 

obtained from the analysis of the observed frequencies indicated a 

probability value of .21, Using Tocher's modification the probability 

for the more extreme cases was found to be .049 which when subjected to 

the modification suggested by Tocher for when the more extreme cases 

probability is less than alpha there were no grounds for rejecting the 

null hypothesis. 

It was expected that there would be no significant differences be-

tween internals and externals in the attribution of guilt. This 

hypothesis was supported in the present study, f(l,28)=2.17, ]2_=.15. 

These values were approximately what would be expected based on Sosis' 

original findings, and were close to what was observed in experiment one. 

The prediction was made that internals would recommend a longer 

prison sentence for the defendant than would externals. This predic-

tion was supported, f(1,28)=7.72, _r=.01. Although the difference was 

found it might be worth noting that the internals in the present study 

(though significantly higher than the present externals) were closer in 

sentence length to the internals and externals in the standard reading 

condition than to Sosis' internals. 

With regard to drinking habits the expectation that internals would 

assess Sanders as someone who drinks more regularly and/or more heavily 

than would externals was not borne out, f(l,28)=3.0J, E=,09. Neither 

mean response values approached Sosis' values, moreover the differences 
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TABlE TWENTY-THREE 

Percentages of Each Level of Internal-External Control 

Citing Bad Luck or Irresponsible Behavior 

as the Greater Contributor to the 

Accident in Group Testing Condition 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Externals 

20 

80 

Internals 

7 

93 
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though not significant, was in the wrong direction with externals assessing 

the defendant's drinking habits as more regular and/or heavy. For the 

measure sorry a similar situation can be observed. That is, the 

expected difference that externals would feel sorrier for Sander 

than internals was not found, E_(1,28)=.92, E=.J5 and again the non-

significant difference was in the wrong direction i.e., externals felt 

less sorry for the defendant than internals. 

The prediction that internals would feel more strongly than exter-

nals that Sander should have foreseen the accident was not supported, 

E.(1, 28 )=. 26 , E=. 61 . Also the prediction that internals more than 

externals would indicate that they would have acted differently was not 

supported, though the nonsignificant difference was in the right direction, 

.[(1,28)=.16' ,r=.70. 

Intercorrelations were computed for the dependent variables responsi-

bility attributed, guilt and sentence. The present results indicated 

that the correlation between responsibility and guilt was not significant 

(~=.26, df=29, ns) as one would predict from Sosis' findings. The cor-

relation between guilt and sentence however was significant (!_=.37, df=29 , 

E=.02) unlike what one would expect given Sosis' results. Finally the 

correlation between responsibility and sentence was not significant 

(~=.08, df=29, ns) which was in direct contrast to the significant cor-

relation obtained by Sosis, The present correlations indicate that the 

more guilt (not responsibility as Sosis found) ascribed to the defendant 

the longer the recommended prison sentence. 

Thus the present study only obtained the expected replication of 

Sosis' findings on two of the eight dependent measures: guilt and 
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sentence which were found to be significantly correlated (unlike what 

Sosis reported i.e., only responsibility and sentence were correlated). 

Also, it seems worth noting that the changes in the method and materials 

altered externals' assignment of sentence length in the correct direction 

(i.e., to a lower value) but did not appear to influence internals' 

sentencing. In general the hypothesis that lack of replicating Sosis 

might be due to individual testing and/or excessive blood alcohol 

concentration was not supported. 



Experiment III 

The reasons for failing to replicate Sosis were not provided by a 

group session and a change in the blood alcohol level. The possibility 

that the difference might be due to Sosis' subjects not really attending 

to the given materials but rather answering the questionnaire on the 

basis of a prototypic schema about accidents (which might differ between 

internals and externals) was viewed as a plausible reason for not repli-

cating i.e., for whatever reasons the subjects used in Experiments 1 and 

2 of the present study attended to the materials which had a predominance 

of facts indicating personal responsibility whereas Sosis' subjects 

may not have done so and may have relied, rather, upon their concept 

of a typical version of an accident. Thus, an impoverished version 

was included in the present study to try to simulate such conditions 

and test the possibility. 

The present study was also designed to include a test of the impact 

of sheer number of facts to evaluate the possible importance of the im-

balance in numbers between personal and environmental facts. Also, a 

re-norming of the facts was deemed as being of value to ascertain the 

discrepancies in findings, 

Method 

Subjects. Sixteen internals and sixteen externals from those intro-

ductory psychology students who participated in mass testing winter term 

1980 and who had not participated in experiment two were selected for 

further participation. Class credit was given to the J2 participants. 

Design. The design for experiment three was such that there were 
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three parts for each subject who participated. Part one entailed an 

impoverished version of the accident used by Sosis. After reading the 

impoverished version a partial questionnaire was used to assess attri-

bution of responsibility. The second part was a four environmental and 

four personal facts story which was based on the original story found in 

Sosis (1974), followed by the full questionnaire used by Sosis. Part 

three entailed reading the entire original account and then rating each 

relevant fact on an 11-point environmental-personal responsibility con-

tinuum (two random orders of the facts to be rated were used). Thus the 

design entailed one within factor (story version) and one between factor 

(locus of control) with the dependent variables attribution of responsi-

bility and scale values for relevant facts. 

Procedure. Sixteen internals and sixteen externals were contacted 

for additional class credit using the criterion established by Sosis and 

employed in experiements one and two. 

The sixteen internals and sixteen externals were run in individual 

sessions, Each session consisted of the experiemnter reading the instruc-

tions for part A aloud as the subject.followed along. The story version 

for part one was then provided if there were no questions. For all subjects 

the first story version consisted of an impoverished story which was the 

first sentence of the account of the accident used by Sosis (see Appendix 

G). After reading the sentence aloud once, subjects were asked to fill 

out a questionnaire which consisted of four questions only and can be 

found in Appendix G. The questions were chosen from the original ques-

tionnaire. Questions were not included for several reasons: (1) to try 

to avoid a practice effect as much as possible yet still enable assessment 
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of attribution of responsibility and (2) if they were highly inappropriate 

or ridiculous given only the first sentence of the account (e.g., the 

question about drinking habits and the question about acted differently 

if placed in the same circumstances). The four questions chosen dealt 

with: (1) responsibility attributed to Sander, (2) guilt, (3) sorry and 

(4) bad luck or irresponsible behavior. 

Upon completing the partial questionnaire, Part Two was begun. Again 

the subject followed along as the experimenter read the next set of in-

structions aloud (see Appendix H for the exact instructions). The instruc-

tions informed the subject that s/he would now be receiving more informa-

tion about the accident. After answering any questions the equal fact 

version of the story was given to the subjects who read the information 

aloud. All subjects received the same story which consisted of the 4 

environmental facts (defined by the pilot group) and the 4 most personal 

facts as defined by the pilot group's scale values i.e., the personal 

facts with the highest scale values were used (see Appendix A for the 

facts as well as how the facts were defined). A copy of the equal fact 

version may be found in Appendix H. After reading the story once subjects 

were requested to fill out the complete questionnaire used by Sosis (see 

Appendix D for a copy of the questionnaire). 

Part Three was begun after subjects finished the complete question-

naire in Part Two, and involved obtaining ratings of the 17 relevant 

facts. Each subject was handed a packet which contained a set of in-

structions, the complete original account of the accident and descrip-

tion of the defendant as used by Sosis, and one of the two random orderings 

of rating scales for the relevant facts (see Appendix I for a copy of the 
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packet), Half of the internals and half of the externals were given one 

random ordering of the relevant facts and the remainder received the other 

ordering. · After following along as the experimenter read the instructions 

out loud, the experimenter made sure that the subject understood the task 

involved indicating on the provided environmental-personal responsibility 

continuum where s/he felt the fact was located. The subject read the ac-

count of the accident and the description of the defendant then filled 

out the 17 rating scales at an individual pace. Upon completing this 

final task subjects were thanked, debriefed if there were any questions 

and dismissed. 

Results 

Analyses for the impoverished condition. One-way analyses of vari-

ance were conducted on three of the questionnaire items. The mean responses 

to the items are presented in Table 24. The expectation was that given an 

impoverished account of the accident internals would attribute more re-

sponsibility to Sander than externals if the hypothesis of relying on a 

prototypical version of an accident is plausible, The expectation was 

not supported for this variable, f(1,J0)=.57, £=.46. The means indicate 

for both groups a higher degre~ of responsibility attributed in this im---
pverished version than for Sosis' externals. 

No differences were expected between internals ans externals with 

regard to assignment of guilt. This expectation was supported, f(1,J0)=,86, 

£=.J6. The amount of guilt assigned was below that reported by Sosis 

which seems unusual given that the sentence read by the subjects stated 

that Sander had indeed struck a pedestrian. This is unusual since Sosis' 

rationale for no differences involved the consideration that the fact that 
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TABLE TWENTY-FOUR 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items 

for Impoverished Version 

Variable 

Responsibility 

Guilt 

Sorry 

Externals 

2.69 

1.94 

2.00 

Internals 

2.94 

2.19 

2.25 
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Sander did do it was explicitly stated. 

An intercorrelation between guilt and responsibility was performed 

and found to be significant (I.=. 43 , df=31 , E < . 01). The finding is not 

consistent with Sosis' who found a nonsignificant correlation between 

these variables. 

For the dependent measure sorry the expected differences were not 

observed, f(1,30)=.45, .:r.=.51, That is, the impoverished version led 

internals and externals to feel equally sorry for the defendant at about 

a moderate level on the scale, 

Finally a Fisher's Exact Probability Test was conducted on the ob-

served frequencies for bad luck and irresponsible behavior responses, and 

revealed that the probability for rejecting the null hypothesis with the 

observed frequencies was .28. The probability for the more extreme cases 

was . 22 . The percentages for the present findings on bad luck and ir-

responsible behavior are provided in Table 25, where it can be seen that 

the two groups did not differ. 

In general there is little reason to suspect that Sosis' results were 

due to the suggestion of relying on a prototypic version of an automobile 

accident which differs for internals and externals rather than using the 

provided information. The impoverished information condition seems to in-

fluence the present internals and externals in the same way and to the 

same degree. 

Analyses for the Egual Fact Version. One-way analyses of variance 

were performed on seven of the questionnaire items for the equal fact 

version. The mean responses for these items are summarized in Table 26. 

For the dependent variable responsibility there was no significant 
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TABLE TWENTY-FIVE 

Percentages for Each Level of Internal-External 

Control Citing Pad Luck or Irresponsible 

Behavior as the Greater Contributor 

to the Accident in the Impoverished Version 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Externals Internals 

25 Jl 

75 
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TABLE TWENTY-SIX 

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items for Equal Fact Version 

Variable Externals Internals 

Hesponsibility J.6J J.81 

Guilt 2,88 2.81 

Sentence . 7,00 6,00 

Drinking habits 2,56 2,63 

Sorry 1.25 1.44 

Foresee J,Jl J,00 

Act differently .J8 ,88 
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difference between internals and externals, E(l,J0)=.46, £=.50 and both 

attributed a high degree of responsibility to Sander. For the variable 

"guilt" there was no significant difference, F(1,J0)=.15, J2.=.70 as expected. 

Both internals and externals assigned a high degree of guilt to Sander. 

The analysis for the variable "drinking habits" was found to be in-

significant, E(1,J0)=.12, J2.=.73 as was the analysis for sorry, F(l,J0)=.24, 

:£=.63. The results indicate that internals and externals did not feel 

very sorry for the defendant, and saw him as someone who was moderate to 

high in terms of drinking habits, i.e., someone who drinks more regularly 

and/or heavily. 

For the variable "foresee" there was no significant difference, 

E(1,J0)=1.21, E_=.28. There also was no significant effect of locus of 

control for the variable acted differently, E(1,JO)=J.OO, J2.=.09. The 

means suggest that both felt strongly that he should have foreseen the 

accident and that they would have definitely acted differently. 

The analysis for sentence revealed no significant effect, E(1,JO)=.J1, 

J2.=.58, The means indicate that both felt the same regarding the length 

of the sentence, and both sentenced Sander to a longer sentence than pre-

viously observed in this series of studies. 

Finally the Fisher's Exact Probability Test revealed that the proba-

bility for the observed frequencies for bad luck and irresponsible behavior 

responses was 1.00 as is obvious from the percentages in Table 27. 

Intercorrelations between the variables "responsibility," "guilt," 

and "sentence" were such that the correlation between responsibility and 

guilt was insignificant (~=.24, df=J1, ns) as was the correlation between 

sentence and responsibility (~=.15, df=J1, ns). Finally the correlation 
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TABLE TWENTY-SEVEN 

Percentages for Each Level of Internal-External Control 

Citing Bad Luck or Ir.responsible Behavior 

as the Greater Contributor to the Accident 

Variable 

Bad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

in the Equal Fact Version 

Externals 

0 

100 

Internals 

0 

100 
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between sentence and guilt was also insignificant (E=-.09, df=J1, ns). 

Again the significantcorrelation Sosis reported between responsibility 

and sentence was not observed. 

Overall the results would suggest that sheer number of relevant 

facts alone was not the reason that externals appear to respond more like 

internals in the first two studies presented above. One would think that 

if ambiguity was lost by the number of personal facts in the Sosis material, 

then reducing the imbalance would lead to a more ambiguous situation re-

sulting in the operation of the internal-external bias. 

One obvious shortcoming of the present design and hence conclusion 

was that the responses in the second part may be a contrast effect. That 

is, hypothetically, that once a subject has assigned a moderate level of 

responsibility to Sander with little information (impoverished version) 

the additional information (presumably perceived as indicating personal 

responsibility) may make the subject feel compelled to now rate Sander 

as more personally responsible than previously rated in the impoverished 

condition. If such a contrast effect were operating it may have obscured 

potential differences between internals and externals that could have 

occurred if the equal fact version had been administered first. 

Of course the possibility exists that the lack of nonrelevant material 

caused what was just referred to as inflated responses. That is, the non-

relevant information in the previous experiments may have curbed the degree 

of responsibility assigned e.g., information about Sander in the descrip-

tion. The empirical data to decide between these alternatives are not 

available, 

Also, the present study does not adequately deal with the issue of 
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the relative strengths of the facts used (i.e., the environmental facts 

may be less strongly environmental whereas the personal facts may be 

strongly indicative of personal responsibility, an interpretation of the 

scale values would suggest as plausible). 

As noted the empirical data to evaluate the alternatives provided 

as explanations for the strong results obtained in the equal fact version 

are not directly available, A potential evaluator of the contrast effect 

may be provided by the analysis of variance for the within factor condition. 

The analysis indicated a strong effect for condition on the three ques-

tionnaire items that were repeated: responsibility, guilt and sorry. Since 

the interaction between locus of control and condition was not significant 

Table 28 presents the means for the conditions collapsed over locus of 

control. 

The analysis of variance for the effect of condition on the responsi-

bility variable indicated a strong effect, E_(1,J0)=42.19, _E=.0001. There 

was also a significant effect for the variable "sorry," F(1,J0)=15.65, 

12_=.0004. The effect of condition for the variable "guilt" was also sig-

nificant, E_(1,J0)=46.18, 12_=.0001, The indication is that regardless of 

locus of control the addition of information significantly affected respon-

ses on these three variables, 

Fisher's Exact Probability Test for the observed frequencies for bad 

luck and irresponsible behavior for the two conditions revealed a probabili-

ty value less than alpha, _E==.001 indicating that the effect of condition 

had a significant influence on the perception of which factor contributed 

the most to bringing about the accident. See Table 29 for the percentages 

for the conditions, That is, in the equal fact version the unanimous 
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TABIE TWENTY-EIGHT 

Mean Responses for the Two Conditions 

Collapsed Over Locus of Control 

Variable Impoverished 

Responsibility 2.81 

2.06 Guilt 

Sorry ·2.lJ 

Equal Fact 

J. 72 

2.84 

l.Jlj. 
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TABIB TWENTY-NillE 

Percentages Citing Bad Luck or Irresponsible 

Behavior as the Greater Contributor to 

the Accident for the Two Conditions 

Variable 

Dad luck 

Irresponsible 
behavior 

Impoverished 

28 

72 

Equal Fact 

0 

100 
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decision was that irresponsible behavior was the greater contributor which 

was significantly different from the observation of the distribution of 

subjects in the impoverished version. 

Analysis of the scale values. The results for the scale values and 

the definition of a fact as environmental or personal based on 50% agree-

ment may be found in Table JO, The scale values were derived by using 

Thurstone's equal appearing interval method (Edwards, 1957 pages SJ-119), 

and provided in Table JO is information for the pilot data (see Appendix 

A), the present study's internals, externals and a combination of the in-

ternals and externals. Since the two random orderings of the presentation 

of relevant facts that were rated for all three groups (pilot, internals 

and externals) were found to be highly correlated (see Table J1) the 

scale values were derived by using both orderings. 

The significant correlation coefficients reported in Table J1 (all 

significant at £<.0001 level) that the order of facts is not an important 

factor for determining the location of a fact on an environmental-personal 

responsibility continuum. Further the correlation coefficients calculated 

between the different groups' scale values (which can be found in Table 

J2) indicate that internals and externals in the present study strongly 

agree with the scale values obtained from the pilot data. Moreover inter-

nals and externals strongly agree with one another in terms of scale 

values. 

When looking at the definition of a fact as either environmental or 

personal, which is based on 50% agreement, some differences worth noting 

emerge (see Table JO for a list of which facts were defined as environ-

mental and which as personal by the three groups as well as internals 
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TADLE l'HIBTY 

Relevant Pause Unit:; ar.d Scale Values for the Three Group3 

Relevant Pause llnit 

l) It had just started to snow, 

2) Traffic was very heavy at the time. 

J) The employees of the in:iurance company where 
Sander worked be(lan to party at around 2100 P,M, 
on the afternoon of the 21nh, 

4) who was crossing the street, 

5) The circumstances leading to this event were 
as follows: 

6) John Sander was driving home from an annual 
Christmas office party on the evening of 
December 24 

7) San<ler was apprehended and charged with driving 
while intoxicated and striking and injuring a 
pedestrJ.an, 

8) and who suggested that Sander leave his car at 
the office and pick it up when he was in "better 
shape. 0 

9) when his automobile struck and injured a pedes-
trian by the name of Martin Lowe, 

10) two of which were for moving violations. 

11) Sander immediately stopped the car, 

12) His traffic record shows he has received three 
tickets in the J.>ast five years, 

lJ) The police medical examiner's report indicated 
that Sander's estimated blood alcohol concentra-
tion was between 2.5 and ),0 percent at the time 
of thG accident. 

14) Sander declined the offer, claiming that he was 
''stone sober" and would manage fine, 

15) Sander had driven four blocks when he ran a red 
light and struck Lowe, 

16) By the time Sander had finished another drink, 

17) Sander, who by this time had had several drinks, 

Pilot lnternals 

l.lJ * 1.03 * 
1,61 • l,33 * 

3,00 ~ 3,50 * 

3,93 * J.96 • 

6.)4 

6,35 7,04 ** 

7.42 ** 

8.18 ** 8,96 ** 

a. 7J ** 8,97 

9.27 *~ 9.19 ** 

9. 73 ** 10,13 ** 

9, 73 ** 9,30 ... 

9,95 ** 9,87 •• 

10.38 ** 10.31 ** 

l0,51 ** 9.50 ** 

l0.58 .. 

10.65 ** 10.09 ** 

E.xtcrnals 

1.12 • 1.14 • 

1.93 • l.58 * 

J,83 • 

7,0J •• 6.50 ** 

8.e2 ** 8.17 ** 

9,11 .... 8.75 iHt 

9.18 .. 

8.50 ** 8.73,.... 

8,9) ** 9,07 ** 
8,82 ** 9.61 •• 

9,13 •• 9,34 ** 

10.Jl .. 10,14 ** 

l0,50 ** 10.38 ** 

9,69 - 9,68 

9.69 ** 9.68 

9,93 ** 10.06 ** 

~· Environmental units are signified by * and personal units are signified by ** , 
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TABIE THIRTY-ONE 

Correlation Coefficients for the Two Handom Orderings 

of Relevant Facts' Scale Values for the Three Groups 

Group: 

Pilot 

Internals 

Externals 

r 

,84 

,93 

,90 

p 

,0001 

.0001 

,0001 



Pilot 

Internals 

Externals 

Both Internals 
and Externals 

95 

TABLE THIRTY-TWO 

Correlation Coefficients Between Different 

Groups' Scale Values for Relevant Facts 

Pilot Internals Externals 

,99 

.92 .95 

,99 

Note. All coefficients are significant at p <. 0001 with df=l6. 

Both Internals 
and Externals 



and externals in combination). Unlike the pilot norming group, the pre-

sent externals defined the two unagreed upon facts (i.e., at least 50% 

did not circle a point from one through five, or circle a point seven 

through eleven) as personal, and moreover defined one of the originally 

defined (pilot defined) environmental facts as non-defined (neither environ-

mental or personal). The fact just referred to is fact three in Table JO. 

Hence the externals defined three of the relevant facts as environmental 

and 1J as personal, leaving one as undefinable, 

The internals in the present study agreed with the externals that 

one of the before undefined facts (pilot defined) represents a personal 

fact (fact number 6 in Table JO). The internals agreed with the pilot 

group's nondefinition of fact 5 unlike the externals. The internals agreed 

with the pilot definition of the environmental facts. Thus for the inter-

nals there were four environmental facts, 12 personal facts and one 

neither environmental nor personal fact. 

When internals and externals are combined the definition of relevant 

facts parallels that obtained from the pilot study as far as the classi-

fied pilot facts are concerned. However internals and externals in com-

bination agree that the facts undefined by the pilot group represent per-

sonal facts. 

Given that the internal and external combined definition of the 

relevant facts increased the number of personal facts an analysis of 

variance for the new personal facts was conducted. The summary of the 

analysis is provided in Table JJ, where it can be seen that both reading 

condition and order had a significant main effect, but locus of control 

did not. The average recall of the new personal facts for internals was 
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TABLE THIRTY-THREE 

Analysis of Variance for New Personal Facts Recalled 

F p 

Locus of Control (IDFC) .22 .64 
Reading Condition (COND) J.79 .05 
Order of Presentation (ORDER) 4.66 •OJ 
IDFC X COND 1.22 .27 
IDFC X ORDER .80 ,37 
COND X ORDER .47 ,50 
IDFC X COND X ORDER .14 . 71 
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7. 23 , and the average recall of the new personal facts for externals was 

7.04. 

The means for the reading condition effect indicate that more new 

personal facts were recalled in the experimental reading condition (7,52) 

than in the standard reading condition (6.75), In the original analysis 

the effect of reading condition had only approached significance. As far 

as the order effect is concerned more new personal facts were recalled 

when the questionnaire preceded the recall session (6.71), a similar 

finding had been reported for the original analysis done on personal facts. 



Discussion 

One of the major reasons for including the standard reading condi-

tion was to replicate Sosis' findings. To this end the standard reading 

condition was not very effective. Indeed, out of the eight measures of 

the dependent variable designed to evaluate attribution of responsibility 

only the guilt variable was replicated. Moreover when order interacted 

with locus of control on the dependent variable sorry, the analysis re-

vealed that externals rather than internals felt less sorry for the de-

fendant when a recall session preceded the questionnaire. In the other 

ordering the means for internals and externals were not significantly 

different and both felt an intermediate level of sorrow. The finding 

in the recall-then-questionnaire ordering was the opposite of what was 

expected for the standard reading condition. A possible explanation may 

rest in the fact that for the recall of personal facts (as defined by 

internals and externals in combination rather than by pilot data) when 

recall comes before the questionnaire, more personal facts are recalled 

than when the questionnaire comes before recall. Perhaps for externals, 

recalling facts prior to stating an opinion about how sorry they feel 

results in feeling less sorry because of the predominance of facts they 

are reminded of as being indicative of personal responsibility, Whereas 

for internals, their opinion is not altered by the positioning of the 

recall session i.e., indicates a more stable opinion, 

Two additional experiments were conducted to try to evaluate the 

failure to replicate Sosis. The first attempt to evaluate the failure 

to replicate dealt with the suggestion that the testing situation may be 

99 
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responsible. Specifically since the standard reading condition employed 

an individual subject testing situation and Sosis used a group testing 

situation it was felt that perhaps this factor could account for the 

inability to replicate. Several findings reported in the literature 

related to influence, conformity and attitude change made this a plausible 

explanation. For example, Alegre and Murray (1974) demonstrated that 

verbal conditioning is greater in externals (and less in internals) among 

subjects who were aware, and externals were more likely to tend to co-

operate with the experimental demands of the situation, a finding that 

reflects the reported observation in the area of conformity that exter-

nals tend to conform more while internals resist influence (Biondo and 

MacDonald, 1971) especially if it is subtle, as Gore reported (cited in 

Phares, 1978). Moreover externals are also depicted as being more per-

suadable than internals in attitude change studies, especially if there 

is a high-prestige source involved (Ritchie and Phares, 1969; McGinnies 

and Ward, 1974). 

Interpreting these findings on influence in terms of the present 

interest, it may very well have been the case that externals were re-

sponding to what they perceived to be the subtle request of the experi-

menter to attribute more responsibility (or even have led the externals 

to attend more to the facts) whereas for the internals the one-on-one 

testing situation did not influence them, The explanation was considered 

especially plausible because subjects were asked to read out loud. 

In addition the second study attempted to confront the issue of a 

severely condemning percentage blood alcohol being a source that reduced 

the ambiguity of the situation, a factor that is essential in the area 
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of observing internal-external differences (Rotter, 1975; Phares, 1978). 

Even with the new account, corrected for the percentage alcohol 

level and the methodological concern, replication was sporadic at best. 

In this case replication was found on only two variables: guilt and 

sentence, The changes implemented seemed to alter the externals assign-

ment of sentence in the correct direction (i.e., a shorter sentence) 

in comparison to the externals of the first study, but did not appear 

to influence internals' assignment. 

One other study was included to attempt to ascertain the reasons 

for not replicating Sosis, This study entailed two different versions 

of the account. One version, referred to as the impoverished version, 

was included to see if replicating Sosis meant tapping into a prototypic 

schema for accidents which differ between internals and externals. 

That is, perhaps Sosis' subjects were responding based on some typical 

account of an accident they had, rather than based on the facts provided, 

The implication would be that the present subjects on the other hand 

were reading and using the information provided, which, according to the 

pilot data, can be viewed as overwhelmingly taken as evidence for per-

sonal responsibility based on sheer numbers alone. 

Another version of the account was included to ascertain whether 

it might be sheer number that was accounting for the lack of replicating 

Sosis in the sense of making the story unambiguous i.e., the evidence 

was overwhelming that he was personally responsible. After this version, 

subjects were asked to read the entire account and then rate the rele-

vant facts on an environmental-personal responsibility continuum. This 

was included to ascertain whether there were any differences and to 
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provide norming data for externals and internals. 

The suggestion of relying on a typical version of an accident 

rather than the provided version did not receive support. Indeed both 

internals and externals appear to respond similarly to the lack of infor-

mation. A possible explanation may very well be that since the sentence 

provided was defined by internals and externals as a fact indicating 

personal responsibility, the information still removed enough of the 

ambiguity, The explanation is plausible at best because of the apparent 

equal effect on internals and externals which one would not expect unless 

the material was so salient, The explanation is plausible in explaining 

why subjects might not have relied on a prototypic version, but of little 

help in explaining the failure to replicate Sosis i.e., one would have 

to assume they at least read the first sentence to know what prototypic 

version to rely on. 

There were no significant differences between internals and exter-

nals in the equal fact version either, The additional information ap-

peared to effect the groups equally in terms of the perception of respon-

sibility. The strong condition effects found probably reflect first off 

a contrast effect between almost no information then additional informa-

tion. The contrast explanation seems plausible because of the high 

degree of responsibility attributed and the length of sentence assigned 

to Sander. The hope that equal numbers of facts might result in a more 

ambiguous situation and thus increase the possibility of obtaining the 

expected locus of control effect was inadequate for at least two reasons. 

The first reason is that sheer number does preciously little in terms 

of equating for differences in relative strength of the fact, Though 
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possibly equal in number, the facts may not have been equal in degree 

of suggesting where the responsibility for the accident laid. Second, 

as the third part in experiment three disclosed, externals defined one 

of the environmental facts as not indicating environmental responsibility 

but rather as indicating neither personal nor environmental responsi-

bility. The effort at creating a more ambiguous situation than the ori-

ginal version of more personal facts was not succesful for externals in 

particular. At best this "equal" fact version and the results from 

this version further emphasize the lack of ambiguity in the original 

account i.e., the remaining relevant facts not used in the equal fact 

version were all defined as personal or undefined. 

There seems to be at least three possible explanations for the 

consistent inability to replicate Sosis, all of which may offer only a 

partial explanation. The first is the obvious explanation that there 

may be methodological problems that eliminate the internal-external dif-

ferences reported by Sosis and others (e.g., Phares and Wilson, 1972). 

Perhaps the last two attempts (the impoverished version and the equal 

fact version) might have proven to be successful if given in a group 

situation. That is perhaps the prototypic version hypothesis might have 

been operating in the group situation but not in the individual testing 

situation because the individual session resulted in the operation of 

demand characteristics, The present researcher feels that this line of 

reasoning is weak for at least two reasons. One, given a single sentence 

the experimental demands would seem to be rather nebulous, and two, the 

influence was equal for internals as well as externals. The latter 

reason seems particularly relevant. If subtle demand characteristics 
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were operating to override differences that might arise from using a 

prototypic version, then internals should not have been affected. That 

is subtle demand characteristics are resisted by internals (Phares, 1978 

and Biondo and MacDonald, 1971). There is no support for expecting 

group testing to be the operative methodological factor given experi-

ment two. 

The other two alternative explanations are (1) the story is not good 

in terms of providing the ambiguous situation that is so essential, and/ 

or (2) internals and externals in the present series of studies are not 

different. 

With respect to the first alternative, the possibility remains that 

Sosis' materials are not effective tools for sensing differences between 

internals and externals in the area of attribution of responsibility. 

That is, the facts are too salient and do not provide an ambiguous situ-

ation. As Rotter (1975) warns, the use of a generalized expectancy to 

predict particular behaviors is less logical and defensible the more the 

particular situation is structured, familiar or lacks ambiguity. The 

statement is particularly relevant noting the above comments with Phares 

and Wilson's definition of situational ambiguity-structure. According to 

their work in this area with different materials, the connection between 

the defendant and the outcome is crucial. If the connection is not very 

clear, the situation is ambiguous. If the connection is very direct and 

it is clear that the defendant is substantially at fault, the situation 

is structured i.e., lacks ambiguity. The possibility is very good that 

by these criterion Sosis' story is not ambiguous because guilt is clear. 

Based on Phares and Wilson's findings, one should not expect locus of 
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control differences if the outcome is severe and the situation is struc-

tured, The possibility that the outcomes is Sosis' materials are severe 

outcomes (i.e., that a broken leg, dislocated shoulder and multiple con-

tusions are severe outcomes) seems reasonable given Phares and Wilson's 

example of not severe outcomes: minor cuts and bruises (Phares and 

Wilson, 1972). 

If the problem is the materials developed by Sosis, then using the 

stories provided by Phares and Wilson (1972) should enable replication 

on the stories where Phares and Wilson obtained differences. However, 

even if the expected results are obtained with the materials provided 

by Phares and Wilson, one has still not explained why Sosis got the re-

sults and the present researcher could not, The possibility needs to 

be recognized that Phares and Wilson's conception of severity may not be 

directly applicable to Sosis' materials. That is, Phares and Wilson 

used the extreme ends of a severity continuum ranging from not severe 

(e.g., Norwick received very minor cuts and bruises) to severe (e.g., 

Medical testimony established that the child received numerous multiple 

fractures, severe internal bleeding, and was still not able to read proper-

ly or resume gym classes at the time of the trial, which was 18 months 

after the accident). The implication may well be that Sosis' outcome 

fell at neither extreme but somewhere in the middle, leaving the inter-

pretation of severe dependent upon situational cues or experience, The 

procedures and choice of subject population in the present study may have 

been more conducive to a perceived interpretation of "severe" than was the 

case with Sosis' procedures and subjects (high-school students). 
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Thus the possibility exists that Sosis' materials are not robust 

and will only yield significant differences in some conditions. That is 

the differences reported by Sosis may be eliminated by other unknown var-

iables such as task demands or presently undetected factors such as spe-

cific experience with elements related to Sosis' materials which when 

coupled with the predominance of personal facts reduces internal-exter-

nal differences. 

The remaining alternative is that the internals and externals used 

in the present series of studies were not different. Although their 

scores on the locus of control scale indicate differences do exist, re-

search concerned with the identification of defensive externals suggests 

a possible confounding factor. It has been advanced that agreeing with 

external beliefs can be viewed as a defensive function (Phares, 1973; 

Rotter, 1966), Moreover the external college group has been regarded 

as a group that contains many defensive externals rather than typical 

or congruent externals (or passive externals), one reasoning being the 

achievement orientation of defensive externals (Phares, 1973; Rotter, 

1966). It has been reported by Davis in 1970 that defensive externals 

display behaviors that are not consistent with what a typical external 

orientation would predict, for example, taking action to rectify study 

techniques (Phares, 1978). Furthermore Davis found that defensive ex-

ternals and internals engage in more information seeking behavior than 

congruent or passive externals. A very significant observation for the 

present discussion and an observation that reaffirms the suggestion that 

the present externals were more attentive to the facts than Sosis' 

externals. 
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The suggestion that the present externals might be defensive exter-

nals predominantly is of course an empirical question that needs to be 

answered, However, if one looks at the recall data, the suggestion 

that at the very least the present externals are active information 

seekers is a possibility. A measure often employed in the literature 

has been recall of information (Seeman and Evans, 1962; Seeman, 1963; 

Wolk and DuCette, 1974). With regard to the present findings, in gen-

eral there were no locus of control differences in terms of the several 

measures of recall ability used: personal facts recalled, environmental 

facts recalled or either ratio measure employed (i.e., personal, or 

environmental facts recalled to nonrelevant, or total facts recalled), 

Indeed externals recalled more total units than internals in the ques-

tionnaire-recall order session. Of course this is not proof that the 

present externals were not congruent externals. Afterall, there are a 

few studies which report superior recall by externals (Efran, 1963, cited 

in Phares, 1978; Phares, Ritchie and Davis, 1968). However these studies 

have dealt with threatening stimuli and as such perhaps a more likely 

explanation for better recall by the externals as passive externals is 

the finding that externals in the present research recalled more non-

relevant facts than internals when the questionnaire preceded the recall 

session (otherwise they were not different in terms of total recall or 

nonrelevant recall). That is the superior total recall reflects superior 

recall of nonrelevant rather than relevant facts, afterall internals and 

externals did not differ on recall of personal or environmental facts. 

Such an interpretation is consistent with data presented earlier which 

suggests more task irrelevant thoughts for externals than internals 
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when the task is skill-demanding (Lefcourt, Lewis and Silverman, 1968; 

Rotter and Mulry, 1965). 

Even if the interpretation of greater total recall by externals 

is consistent with previous research, when one acknowledges that the 

total recall index may be inflated due to greater recall of nonrelevant 

units, the fact remains that there were no differences between internals 

and externals on the other recall indices . Phares (1968) reported that 

the ratio of correct items retained to total number of items retained 

is significantly greater for internals. In so far as one is willing to 

refer to relevant facts as more correct than nonrelevant facts, the 

present findings again suggest no differences between internals and ex-

ternals in the expected direction. The fact is enhanced when one recog-

nizes that for recall data there was no significant interaction between 

locus of control and reading condition. That is, the present discrep-

encies with past research can not be easily dismissed by claiming that 

the experimental manipulations of underlining and weighting of relevant 

facts account for the effect. One possible contention might be that 

having subjects read aloud makes the comparison inaccurate because the 

manipulation guaranteed attention. Yet Phares' (1968) ratios were based 

on equated initial learning. 

The recall findings suggest no reason to employ differential repre-

sentations of the case in memory for internals and externals given the 

materials used by Sosis. Furthermore the lack of significant differences 

between internals and externals for the sum of the weightings for the 

personal facts and the sum of the weightings for the environmental facts 

emphasizes this conclusion about the Sosis materials (Pichert and 
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Anderson ,1976). The lack of significance can not however be taken as 

evidence in general that internals and externals do not employ different 

weighting strategies because of the inherent problems due to not repli-

cating Sosis in the standard reading condition i.e., the qualification 

is that with no observed differences in the standard reading condition 

the interpretation of the effects of the experimental manipulation is 

unclear. The suggestion for the present materials is that differential 

weighting strategies are not operating and the findings on the scale 

values for internals and externals (which were highly correlated) indi-

cate that when given unlimited time to evaluate and weight or rate a 

fact on a continuum, internals and externals do not differ. Direct con-

clusions are complicated by the imbalance between environmental and per-

sonal facts in the materials. 

The ability to assess the attention component for interna.ls and 

externals is severly limited, The suggestion may be that attending to 

the materials by underlining facts and having subjects weight the facts 

increases the perception of responsibility given the main effect of 

reading condition for the variable responsibility (greater responsibility 

was attributed in the experimental reading condition), However, this 

finding is practically in isolation and did not interact with locus of 

control at all. 

The only other variable which was affected by condition was the de-

gree one felt sorry for the defendant when recall preceded the question-

naire. The results suggest that externals feel less sorry for Sander in 

the standard reading condition than internals in the standard reading 

condition or externals in the experimental reading condition. Thus, 
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attention is implicated as a component i.e., internals and externals in 

the experimental reading condition differed from internals and externals 

in the standard reading condition. Further, attention alone is not the 

sole component implicated by this significant interaction because inter-

nals and externals were significantly different in the experimental read-

ing condition. But the finding is isolated and as such should only be 

regarded as suggestive. 

In summary there are no grounds for suggesting internal-external 

differences were operating. Consistently the two groups were indis-

tinguishable, from the recall data, weighting data, definitions of rele-

vant facts as environmental or personal to the perception and attribu-

tion of responsibility, except for a few sporadic findings. Given the 

inability to replicate Sosis, definite evaluation of the original hypo-

theses about the operation of attention and weighting processes is tenta-

tive at best. In conclusion the evidence suggests that the present use 

of the generic term externals may be misleading and may be part of the 

inability to replicate, A complimentary reason for not replicating deals 

with the questionable ambiguity of Sosis' materials and their subse-

quent usefulness in the area of attribution of responsibility and locus 

of control differences. One is left still speculating about the possi-

ble role of differential processing of internals and externals, 
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Materials used by Sosis were divided into pause acceptable units by 

means of the technique developed by Johnson (1970). Subjects (N=l8) 

were given the Sosis account of the accident and the description of the 

defendant and asked to place a slash where they paused while reading to 

catch their breath, to give emphasis to the story or enhance meaning, 

Based on 50% agreement 34 pause acceptable units were obtained. 

From the list of pause units another sample of subjects (N=24) 

defined the units in terms of each unit's relevance or irrelevance in 

the process of making an attribution of responsibility. Subjects were 

presented the account and description with an "R" and "I" after each 

unit and asked to decide whether the unit is relevant or irrelevant, 

and asked to circle the appropriate letter. Based on 50% agreement the 

process yielded 17 relevant pause units (which are listed below in 

Table 2). 

The next pilot study presented a random list of the relevant pause 

units to a group of introductory psychology students who had just 

finished reading the account of the accident and the description of the 

defendant. Each relevant pause unit was presented with a line that rep-

resented an environmental-personal responsibility continuum. The 11-

point scale had the lowest value of the scale (1) representing the en-

vironmental end of the continuum, and the highest value (11) representing 

the personal end of the continuum. Thurstone's equal appearing interval 

method for calculating scale values was employed to ascertain the scale 

value of each relevant pause unit. A 50% agreement criterion was used 

to determine which units were primarily environmental (at least half 

circled a point 1 through 5 on the continuum) and which were primarily 
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personal (at least half circled a point 7 through 11 on the continuum). 

The process resulted in 4 relevant pause units that were environmental 

and 11 that were personal (see Table 34). 
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TABLE 34 
Relevant Pause Units and Scale Values 

Relevant Pause Unit Scale Value 

( 1) 

( 2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8) 

( 9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

( 12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17) 

It had just started to snow* 1.13 

Traffic was very heavy at the time.* 1.61 

The employees of the insurance company where 
Sander worked began to party at around 2100 
p.m. on the afternoon of the 24th.* 3.00 

who was crossing the street.* 3.93 

The circumstances leading to this event were 
as follows1 5,90 

John Sander was driving home from an annual 
Christmas office party on ~he evening of 
December 24 6.35 

Sander was apprehended and charged with 
driving while intoxicated and striking and 
injuring a pedestrian.** 6 .90 

and who suggested that Sander leave his car 
at the office and pick it up when he was in 
"better shape."** 8.18 

when his automobile struck and injured a 
pedestrian by the name of Martin Lowe.** 8.73 

two of which were for moving violations.** 9,27 

Sander irrunediately stopped the car.** 9,73 

His traffic record shows he has received three 
tickets in the past five years.** 9,73 

The police medical examiner's report indicated 
that Sander's estimated blood alcohol concen-
tration was between 2.5 and 3.0 percent at the 
time of the accident.** 9,95 

Sander declined the offer, claiming that he 
was "stone sober" and would manage fine.** 10.38 

Sander had driven four blocks when he ran 
a red light and struck Lowe.** 10.51 

By the time Sander had finished another 
drink,** 10.58 

Sander, who by this time had had several 
drinks,** 10.65 

Notea *means the unit is an environmental unit 
**means the unit is a personal unit 
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List of Nonrelevant Units 

1) By 5:00 P.M. some people were already leaving for home, 

2) although many continued to drink and socialize. 

J) was offered a lift home by a friend who did not drink 

4) the party was beginning to break up, 

5) Sander left the office building and walked to the garage where he had 
parked his car, 

6) a four-door 1967 Chevrolet. 

7) He wished the garage attendant a merry Christmas and pulled out into 
the street. 

8) Lowe received a broken leg, 

9) a dislocated shoulder, 

10) and multiple contusions. 

11) Sander is a sixty-four-year-old insurance adjustor who has been em-
ployed by the same insurance firm for 42 years. 

12) Sander was friendly with everyone and was known as a good worker. 

lJ) Sander is a widower, 

14) his wife having died of cancer the previous year, 

15) and he is consequently spending Christmas Eve with his son and 
daughter-in-law. 

16) The physical effects on Sander were negligible; 

17) he was slightly shaken up by the impact but suffered no injuries. 
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Instructions 

I am currently interested in studying the manner in which people 

judge various criminal offenses. I am going to give you a brief account 

of an accident and a description of the person accused of causing the 

accident. I am going to ask you to read this account and description 

out loud. When you have finished reading the account of the accident 

and the description of the defendant, you will be asked to respond to 

a questionnaire. One part of the questionnaire asks you to sentence 

the defendant to a specific number of years in prison, 

You will notice that some of the phrases in the account of the 

accident and the description of the defendant have been underlined and 

have parentheses after them. I would like you to pay special attention 

to the phrases that are underlined. I would also like you to place an 

"H", an "M" or an "L" in each set of parentheses provided. Place an 

"H" in the parentheses if the underlined phrase right before the paren-

theses is of high relevance or importance to the account of the accident. 

Place an "M" if the underlined phrase is of medium importance or rele-

vance, and place an "L" if the underlined phrase is of low importance 

or relevance. Place either an "H", an "M", or an "L" in each space 

provided depending on how important or relevant you feel the underlined 

phrase to be to the account of the accident. Consider each underlined 

phrase seperately and make sure you have placed an "H", ''M" or "L" in 

each space as you come to it. 

Before beginning there is a brief sample story I would like you to 

read through to see if you have any questions about the procedure. 
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Sample Story 

Sherlock Holmes was called in to investigate a case about stolen 

silverware ( ). He found the butler had indeed stolen the silverware. 

The silver was left on the porch unguarded ( ). The porch had been 

painted the previous day ( ). The butler was unauthorized to be on 

the porch ( ), but was seen there by a neighbor ( ). The neighbor 

tends to be nosey ( ) but rarely causes trouble. 
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John Sander was driving home from an annual Christmas office party 

on the evening of December 24 when his automobile struck and injured a 

pedestrian by the name of Martin Lowe ( ). The circumstances leading 

to this event were as follows: The employees of the insurance company 

where Sander worked began to party at around 2:00 P.M. on the afternoon 

of the 24th ( ). By 5:00 P.M. some people were already leaving for home, 

although many continued to drink and socialize. Sander, who by this time 

had had several drinks ( ), was offered a lift home by a friend who did 

not drink and who suggested that Sander leave his car at the office and 

pick it up when he was in "better shape." ( ). Sander declined the offer, 

claiming that he was "stone sober" and would manage fine ( ). By the 

time Sander had finished another drink ( ), the party was beginning to 

break up. Sander left the office building and walked to the garage where 

he had parked his car, a four-door 1967 Chevrolet. It had just started 

to snow ( ). He wished the garage attendant a merry Christmas and pulled 

out into the street, Traffic was very heavy at the time ( ). Sander 

had driven four blocks when he ran a red light and struck Lowe ( ), 

who was crossing the street ( ). Sander immediately stopped the car ( ). 

Lowe received a broken leg, a dislocated shoulder, and multiple contusions. 

Sander was apprehended and charged with driving while intoxicated and 

striking and injuring a pedestrian ( ), The police medical examiner's 

report indicated that Sander's estimated blood alcohol concentration was 

between 2.5 and J,O percent at the time of the accident ( ). 
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Sander is a sixty-four-year-old insurance adjuster who has been employed 

by the same insurance firm for 42 years. Sander was friendly with every-

one and was known as a good worker. Sander is a widower, his wife having 

died of cancer the previous year, and he is consequently spending 

Christmas Eve with his son and daughter-in-law. The physical effects of 

the accident on Sander were negligible; he was slightly shaken up by the 

impact but suffered no injuries, His traffic record shows he has re-

ceived three tickets in the past five years ( ), two of which were for 

moving violations ( ). 
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Instructions 

I am currently interested in studying the manner in which people 

judge various criminal offenses. I am going to give you a brief account 

of an accident and a description of the person accused of causing the 

accident. I am going to ask you to read this account and description 

out loud. When you have finished reading the account of the accident 

and the description of the defendant, you will be asked to respond to 

a questionnaire. One part of the questionnaire asks you to sentence 

the defendant to a specific number of years in prison. 

Before beginning there is a brief sample story I would like you to 

read through to see if you have any questions about the procedure. 
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Sample Story 

Sherlock Holmes was called in to investigate a case about stolen 

silverware. He found the butler had indeed stolen the silverware. The 

silver was left on the porch unguarded. The porch had been painted the 

previous day. The butler was unauthorized to be on the porch, but was 

seen there by a neighbor. The neighbor tends to be nosey but rarely 

causes trouble. 
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John Sander was driving home from an annual Christmas office party 

on the evening of December 24 when his automobile struck and injured a 

pedestrian by the name of Martin Lowe. The circumstances leading to this 

event were as follows: The employees of the insurance company where 

Sander worked began to party at around 2:00 P.M. on the afternoon of the 

24th. By 5:00 P.M. some people were already leaving for home, although 

many continued to drink and socialize. Sander, who by this time had had 

several drinks, was offered a lift home by a friend who did not drink 

and who suggested that Sander leave his car at the office and pick it up 

when he was in "better shape." Sander declined the offer, claiming that 

he was "stone sober" and would manage fine. By the time Sander had 

finished another drink, the party was beginning to break up. Sander 

left the office building and walked to the garage where he had parked 

his car, a four-door 1967 Chevrolet. It had just started to snow. He 

wished the garage attendant a merry Christmas and pulled out into the 

street. Traffic was very heavy at the time. Sander had driven four 

blocks when he ran a red light and struck Lowe, who was crossing the 

street. Sander immediately stopped the car. Lowe received a broken 

leg, a dislocated shoulder, and multiple contusions. Sander was appre-

hended and charged with driving while intoxicated and striking and in-

juring a pedestrian. The police medical examiner's report indicated 

that Sander's estimated blood alcohol concentration was between 2.5 and 

J.O percent at the time of the accident. 
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Sander is a sixty-four-year-old insurance ~djuster who has been employed 

by the same insurance firm for 42 years. Sander was friendly with every-

one and was known as a good worker. Sander is a widower, his wife 

having died of cancer the previous year, and he is consequently spending 

Christmas Eve with his son and daughter-in-law. The physical effects 

of the accident on Sander were negligible; he was slightly shaken up by 

the impact but suffered no injuries. His traffic record shows he has 

received three tickets in the past five years, two of which were for 

moving violations. 
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Instructions 

This part of the questionnaire asks you to respond to a series of 

questions. The questionnaire asks you to sentence the defendant to a 

specific number of years in prison. Take as much time as you want in 

thinking about the case before you finally sentence the defendant. 

Remember that I am interested in your personal opinion and not how you 

think others might react or how you feel you should react to it. In 

your sentence, consider the question of parole as being beyond your 

jurisdiction, that is, sentence the defendant whether or not you be-

lieve he should have an opportunity for parole and whether or not you 

believe in the penal system. Please fill out all the other questions 

on the questionnaire also. 
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1. How responsible was the defendant for the .qccident? 
0 1 2 3 11 

not at all very 
responsible responsible 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Was the clefendrint legally r,uiltv of the charges against him? 

Hhat do 

never 

0 
not at all 
p;uilty 

you think 

0 
drinks 

the 

How sorry do you feel 

0 
not at all 
sorry 

1 2 

defendnnt's drinking 

1 2 

for the defendant? 

1 2 

3 
very 
nuilty 

habits to be? 

3 4 
habitual 

3 4 
very 
sorry 

Do you think the defendant should have foreseen the accident? 

0 1 2 3 4 
definitely no definitely 

Hou ld you have acted differently from the defendant if placed 
same circumstances? 

0 1 2 3 
definitely definitely 
differently same 

drunkard 

yes 

in the 

Please sentence the defendant to an appropriate number of years in prison 
ranging from 0 years to 25 years. ears _____ ____,, 

!fuich factor played the greater part in bringing about the accident? 

irresponsible behavior ---
bad luck 
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The first/final task of the questionnaire requires that you recall 

as best you can the account of the accident and the description of the 

defendant which you have just finished reading. Try to recall as much 

as you can and in as much detail as you can, using the exact phrases 

from the account and description where possible. 
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Unit: 

1 

2 

J 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

lJ 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

" 2J 
' 

1J5 

Criterion List for Scoring Hecall futa 

To be considered recalled need mention ofi 

Sander having been to office party before the accident 

car hitting a man 

the phrase "the facts were" or "the circumstances were" 

a time (need not be correct) of when the party started 

people leaving around 5100 P.M. (need not be accurate) 

the idea that while some left, others stayed 

Sander having more than one drink 

someone offering Sander a ride 

someone suggesting he should return for his car when he was in 
better shape 

Sander saying he was sober 

Sander continuing to drink 

party nearing to an end 

Sander going from the party to his car 

make of his car 

snow 

him wishing someone a Merry Christmas 

heavy traffic 

going throught a red light 

the person being in the street 

stopping the car 

a broken leg or hurt leg 

a dislocated or hurt shoulder 

multiple contusions or cuts 



Unit: 

24 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

JO 

Jl 
32 

JJ 

J4 

1J6 

To be considered recalled need mention of1 

being charged with drunk driving or injurying a pedestrian 

blood alcohol level 

Sander being an insurance adjuster or working for an insurance firm 

Sander being a friendly person or a good worker 

him being a widower 

his wife having died 

Sander's plans to spend Christmas Eve with his son or daughter-in-
law 

the physical effects being negligible 

Sander being shaken up but no serious injuries (or just one) 

Sander having had J tickets previously (number need not be correct) 

2 of the tickets being for moving violations (number need not be 
correct) 
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Instructions for Group Session 

I am currently interested in studying the manner in which people 

judge various criminal offenses, I am going to give each of you a brief 

account of an accident and a description of the person accused of causing 

the accident. When you have finished reading the account of the accident 

and the description of the defendant, you will respond to a question-

naire included with the other two papers, The questionnaire asks you lo 

sentence the defendant to a specific number of years in prison, Take 

as much time as you want in thinking about the case before you finally 

sentence the defendant, Hemember that I am intereGted in your personal 

opinion and nd how you think others might react or how you feel you 

should react to it, In your sentence, consider the question of parole 

as being beyond your jurisdiction, that is, sentence the defendant whether 

or not you believe he should have an opportunity for parole ancl whether 

or not you believe in the penal system. Please fill out all the ques-

tions on the questionnaire also, 
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Instructions 

I am currently interested in studying the manner in which people 

judge various criminal offenses. I am going to give you some partial 

information about an accident. I am going to ask you to read this in-

formation out loud. When you have finished reading the information, 

you will be asked to respond to a questionnaire. Answer the questions 

as best you can and remember that I am interested in your personal 

opinion based on the partial information given and not how you think 

others might react to the information or how you feel you should react 

to it. Please fill out all the questions on the questionnaire. 
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John Sander was driving home from an annual Christmas office 

party on the evening of December 24 when his automobile struck and 

injured a pedestrian by the name of Martin Lowe, 
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1. How responsible was the defendant for the accident? 

0 
not at all 
responsible 

1 2 3 4 
very 
responsible 

2. Was the defendant lecally guilty of the charges against hirn? 

0 
not at all 
guilty 

1 2 

3. How sorry do you feel for the defendant? 

0 
not at all 
sorry 

1 2 3 

3 
very 
guilty 

4 
very 
sorry 

4. Which factor played the greater part in bringing about the accident? 

irresponsible behavior ---
bad luck 
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Instructions 

Now I am going to give you some additional information about the 

accident. Again I am going to ask you to read this information out 

loud. When you have finished reading the information, you will be asked 

to respond to a questionnaire. One part of the questionnaire asks you 

to sentence the defendant to a specific number of years in prison. Take 

as much time as you want in thinking about the case before you finally 

sentence the defendant, Answer the questions as best you can and remem-

ber that I am interested in your personal opinion and not how you think 

others might react or how you feel you should react to it, In your sen-

tence, consider the question of parole as being beyond your jurisdic-

tion, that is, sentence the defendant whether or not you believe he 

should have an opportunity for parole and whether or not you believe in 

the penal system. Please fill out all the other questions on the ques-

tionnaire also. 
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John Sander was driving home from an annual Christmas office party 

on the evening of December 24 when his automobile struck and injured a 

pedestrian °h'J the name of Martin wwe. The circumstances leading to 

this event were as follows: The employees of the insurance company 

where Sander worked began to party at around 2:00 P.M. on the afternoon 

of the 24th, By 5:00 P.M. some people were already leaving for home, 

although many continued to drink and socialize. Sander, who by this 

time had had several drinks, was offered a lift home. Sander declined 

the offer, claiming that he was "stone sober'' and would manage fine. 

By the time Sander had finished another drink, the party was beginning 

to break up, Sander left the office building and walked to the garage 

where he had parked his car, a four-door 1967 Chevrolet, It had just 

started to snow, Traffic was very heavy at the time. Sander had driven 

four blocks when he ran a red light and struck wwe, who was crossing 

the street, 
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The following is a description of an accident which involved a man 

named John Sander. After you have read the description you will find on 

the following pages a list of facts from the description, Each fact is 

to be considered separately. Provided with each fact is an 11 point line 

which represents an environmental-personal responsibility continuum. 

You are to estimate the degree to which you feel the fact indicates the 

environment (circumstances) or the person as being responsible for the 

accident. You are to indicate your estimation by circling one of the 

11 equally spaced numbers on the line, A number 1 represents the num-

ber that should be circled if a fact strongly indicates that environ-

mental circumstances were responsible. The number 11 should be circled 

if the fact strongly indicates the personal responsibility of John 

Sander. The number 6 represents the neutral point on the scale and 

should be circled if the fact indicates neither environmental nor per-

sonal responsibility. Remember a fact may vary in the degree to which 

it indicates personal responsibility or environmental responsibility, 

so estimate as best you can what each fact indicates. If you need to 

refer back to the description while considering a fact you may do so. 

The number in parentheses before some of the phrases in the narrative 

description refers to the number of the fact on the list. This should 

enable you to locate the fact quickly if you need to do so. 

Tiemember to cosider the facts only after you have read the entire 

description first. Also circle only one number on each line for each 

fact, and consider the facts separately. 
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(13)John Sander was driving home from an annual Christmas office 

party on the evening of December 24 (ll)when his automobile struck and 

injured a pedestrian by the name of Martin Lowe. (4)The circumstances 

leading to this event were as follows: (lO)The employees of the insur-

ance company where Sander worked began to party at around 2:00 P.M. on 

the afternoon of the 24th. By 5:00 P.M. some people were already leaving 

for home, although many continued to drink and socialize. (16)Sander, 

who by this time had had several drinks, was offered a lift home by a 

friend who did not drink (l)and who suggested that Sander leave his car 

at the office and pick it up when he was in "better shape." (5)Sander 

declined the offer, claiming that he was "stone sober" and would manage 

fine. (2)By the time Sander had finished another drink, the party was 

beginning to break up. Sander left the office building and walked to 

the garage where he had parked his car, a four-door 1967 Chevrolet. He 

wished the garage attendant a merry Christmas and pulled out into the 

street. (l?)Traffic was very heavy at the time. (3)Sander had driven 

four blocks when he ran a red light and struck Lowe, (12)who was 

crossing the street. (9)Sander immediately stopped the car. (6)Sander 

was apprehended and charged with driving while intoxicated and striking 

and injuring a pedestrian. (?)The police medical examiner's report in-

dicated that Sander's estimated blood alcohol concentration was between 

2.5 and 3,0 percent at the time of the accident. 
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Sander is a sixty-four-year-old insurance adjuster who has been employed 

by the same insurance firm for 42 years. Sander was friendly with every-

one and was known as a good worker. Sander is a widower, his wife 

having died of cancer the previous year, and he is consequently spending 

Christmas Eve with his son and daughter-in-law. The physical effects 

of the accident on Sander were negligible: he was slightly shaken up 

by the impact but suffered no injuries. (14)His traffic record shows 

he has received three tickets in the past five years, (15)two of which 

were for moving violations. 
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(1) Sander immediately stopped the car. 

Enviror\ment 2 3 4 5 Neu@ral 8 9 10 reHona1 

(2) By the time Sander had finished another drink, 

Env i ro~men t 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral B 9 10 PeHonal 

()) ;-md who suggested that Sander leave his car nt the office and pick it up when 
he was in "better shape." 

En vi roJmen t 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 B 9 10 PeHonal 

(II) John Sander was clrivinr, home from an :mnual Christmas office party on the 
evening of December 24 

Env i ro~men t :! J 5 Neu~ral 7 ' B 9 10 PeHonal 

(5) The emµloyP.f'S of the insurance company •1here Sander HorkcJ beg;m to party at 
around 2:00 P.M. on the afternoon of the 24th. 

EnviroJment 2 3 4 5 Neugral 8 9 10 PeHonal 

(6) The police medical exar.iiner 's report indicated that Sanrlcr 's estimated blood 
alcohol concentration was between 2.5 ?nd J.O percent ~t the time of the 
accident, 

F.nviroJment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 PeHonal 

(7) It had just started to snow. 

Env i roJmen t 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 B 9 10 PeHonal 

(8) Sander declined the offer, claiming that he was "stone sober" and would manage 
fine. 

Em1ir0Jment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 13 9 10 PeHonal 

(9) tvo of which 1.•ere for moving violations. 

Env i r oknen t 2 3 4 5 Ncu~ral 7 8 9 10 Pe Hon al 

(10) Sander, who had by this time had hac! several drinka 

EnviroJmcnt 
2 J 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 PeHonal 



(11) Sander had driven four blocks 'When he ran a red light and struck Lo1<e, 

EnviroJment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 3 9 10 reHon111 

(12) The circumstances leading to this event were as follows: 

EnviroAment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 3 9 10 Pe Hon al 

(13) when his automobile struck and injured n pedc!lt r fan by the name of M11r tin Lm,e. 

Enviro~ment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 ') 10 reHona1 

(14) who was crossing the street. 

EnviroAment 2 3 4 s Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 Pe Hon al 

(15) Traffic was very heavy at the time. 

Enviro~ment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 reHona1 

(16) Sander was apprehended and chaq;ed with driving while intoxicated and striking 
and injuring a pedestrian. 

EnviroAment 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 PeHonal 

(17) His traffic record shows he has received three tickets in the past five years 

EnviroArnent 2 3 4 5 Neu~ral 7 8 9 10 PeHonal 

,, 
! 
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DIFFERENTIAL PROCESSING OF INTERNALS AND EXTERNALS 

WHEN MAKING AN A'ITRIBUTION OF RESIDNSIBILITY 

by 

Renee Hope Iawrence 

(ABSTRACT) 

This study investigated the potential role of differential process-

ing of internala and externals when making an attribution of responsi-

bility about another for an automobile accident. Of the total subjects 

(96) half were defined as internals and the other half as externals. 

All subjects read an account of the accident with half the subjects 

reading a version that had relevant pause units (environmental and per-

sonal) underlined with spaces provided for these subjects to make impor-

tance ratings about the underlined units. All subjects filled out a 

questionnaire designed to assess attribution of responsibility and were 

required to recall the account. Results showed that the attempt to rep-

licate previous research (Sosis, 1974) was not successful. This outcome 

severly limited any conclusions that could be made about the results 

from the underlining condition, which indicated no differences between 

internals and externals in terms of mean weightings for personal and 

environmental pause units. Also there were no observed differences 

between internals and externals for recall of personal and environmental 

units recalled to total units recalled, with the exception that exter-

nals recalled significantly more units than internals when recall 

followed the questionnaire. This difference was primarily due to the 

number of nonrelevant units recalled. Externals recalled significantly 

more nonrelevant units than internals when recall followed the 



questionnaire. Further attempts (Experiments I and II) to replicate 

the effect reported by Sosis were unsuccessful. Three possible ex-

planations for not replicating the effect were advanced which included 

problems with (1) methodology, (2) the account of the accident, and 

(J) the sample of externals used. 
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